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Turkey: Background and U.S. Relations

Summary
Several Turkish domestic and foreign policy issues have significant relevance for U.S. interests,
and Congress plays an active role in shaping and overseeing U.S. relations with Turkey. Members
of Congress regularly engage in oversight or legislative activities on the following subjects with
respect to Turkey, among others:






U.S.-Turkey military cooperation, including arms sales and aid;
Turkey’s interactions with countries such as Armenia, Cyprus, and Israel;
general Turkish domestic issues;
concerns regarding Christians, Jews, and other religious minorities in Turkey;
and
bilateral trade.

This report provides background information on Turkey and discusses possible policy questions
and considerations for Members of Congress. U.S. relations with Turkey—a longtime North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally—have evolved over time. Turkey’s economic
dynamism and geopolitical importance underpin its regional and global influence. Although
Turkey still depends on the United States and other NATO allies for political and strategic
support, and has close economic links with the European Union, its increased economic and
military self-reliance since the Cold War allows Turkey relatively greater opportunity for an
assertive role in foreign policy. The record of U.S.-Turkey cooperation during the Obama
Administration has been mixed. To some extent it mirrors the complexities that past U.S.
Administrations faced with Turkey in reconciling alignment on general foreign policy objectives
with substantive points of disagreement.
Greater Turkish independence of action and continuing political transformation appear to have
been mutually reinforcing—with both led for more than a decade by President (previously Prime
Minister) Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the Islamist-rooted Justice and Development Party (AKP).
However, it remains unclear how Turkey might reconcile majoritarian views favoring Turkish
nationalism and Sunni Muslim values with secular governance and protection of individual
freedoms and minority rights, including with regard to Turkey’s Kurdish citizens.
Existing challenges for Turkey and tensions in U.S.-Turkey relations have been exacerbated by a
failed coup attempt in July 2016 and the ongoing government response. The vigorous response,
accompanied by the Turkish parliament’s approval of a three-month state of emergency, seeks to
restructure the military and other key institutions and purge Turkey of the influence of Fethullah
Gulen. Gulen was formerly a state-employed imam in Turkey, and is now a permanent U.S.
resident whose teachings provide foundational inspiration for an array of individuals, educational
institutions, and other organizations in Turkey and elsewhere around the world.
Turkish officials’ claim that Gulen was responsible for the failed coup has fueled anti-American
sentiment and conspiracy theories among the media and public opinion. Turkish officials have
called for the United States to extradite Gulen, with some saying that a U.S. failure to do so could
damage bilateral relations. U.S. officials have stated their willingness to consider any Turkish
extradition request under the terms of the applicable bilateral treaty.
Bilateral tensions in the failed coup’s aftermath have the potential to affect U.S.-Turkey
cooperation in countering the Islamic State and more broadly. Effects from some coup plotters’
apparent use of Incirlik air base temporarily disrupted U.S. military operations, raising questions
about Turkey’s stability and the safety and utility of Turkish territory for U.S. and NATO assets.
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U.S. and international officials have expressed concern that Erdogan may use the coup attempt as
justification to further consolidate power and control expression in Turkey, though evidence
indicates fairly broad public acceptance of the government’s measures, even among some of
Erdogan’s political opponents.
In a context of increased speculation regarding post-plot Turkish military capacity and resolve,
U.S. and Turkish officials continue to face a number of sensitive issues related to Syria. These
include (1) U.S. cooperation with Syrian Kurds who are aligned with Kurdish militants in Turkey;
(2) U.S. and Turkish military and diplomatic dealings with a number of different stakeholders,
including Russia and Iran; and (3) Turkish efforts to stop or control flows of fighters and refugees
at its borders. Turkey has taken steps in 2016 to improve relations with Russia, Iran, and Israel,
prompting speculation about the implications for Turkey’s long-standing Western ties. The United
States provided air support to Turkish military operations in northern Syria in August 2016. These
operations could have significant implications for the aforementioned issues.
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Introduction and Issues for Congress
As global challenges to U.S. interests have changed over time, U.S. relations with Turkey—an
important North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally since the Cold War era—have
evolved. Several Turkish foreign and domestic policy issues have significant relevance for U.S.
interests, and Congress plays an active role in shaping and overseeing U.S. relations with Turkey.
Though the United States and Turkey have many common interests, they periodically face
challenges in harmonizing their priorities and actions. This may stem partly from differences in
how each of the two countries evaluates the other’s importance in securing and advancing its
interests and accordingly determines the extent to which it is willing to compromise within the
bilateral relationship.
Members of Congress regularly engage on a number of key issues involving Turkey. In light of a
failed coup attempt in July 2016 and the Turkish government’s response (described below), these
include:














Overall U.S.-Turkey Relations. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
called upon the United States to extradite Fethullah Gulen (see “July 2016 Failed
Coup and Aftermath” below), whom Erdogan blames for the coup attempt.
Political and legal questions surround the extradition question with implications
for bilateral relations. Various statements from Western and Turkish officials and
media sources have both fueled and calmed tensions. In response to the coup
attempt, Turkey’s government has carried out significant personnel and
institutional changes and has detained thousands while continuing to face serious
domestic and regional challenges.
Syria and Iraq, Anti-Islamic State Coalition, and Kurds. Including U.S.Turkey dynamics involving the coalition against the Islamic State organization
(IS, also known as ISIS, ISIL, or the Arabic acronym Da’esh), and also involving
Kurds within and outside Turkey, various terrorist threats to Turkey, other state
and non-state actors, and contested territory in northern Syria (such as the border
town of Jarabulus where the United States provided air support to Turkish
operations in August 2016).
Turkey’s NATO Role. U.S./NATO basing and operations in Turkey against the
Islamic State and otherwise, joint exercises and expeditionary missions, and
NATO assistance (including air defense batteries and AWACS aircraft) to address
Turkey’s external threats.
Arms Sales and Bilateral Military Cooperation. U.S. arms sales or potential
sales to Turkey include F-35 next-generation fighter aircraft. The United States
provides annual security-related aid to Turkey of approximately $3-$5 million.
Domestic Stability and Human Rights. Including the government’s approach to
rule of law, civil liberties, terrorism, the economy, Kurds and other minorities
(including Christians and Jews), and nearly 3 million refugees and migrants from
Syria and elsewhere.
Border Concerns. Turkey’s ability and willingness, in concert with other
international actors, to control cross-border flows of refugees, migrants, and
possible foreign fighters and terrorists.
Turkish Relations with Other Key Actors. These include Israel, Russia, Iran,
the European Union (EU), Armenia, and Cyprus.
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According to the Turkish Coalition of America, a non-governmental organization that promotes
positive Turkish-American relations, as of August 2016, there are at least 150 Members of the
House of Representatives (145 of whom are voting Members) and four Senators in the
Congressional Caucus on Turkey and Turkish Americans.1
Figure 1. Turkey at a Glance

Geography

Area: 783,562 sq km (302,535 sq. mile), slightly larger than Texas

People

Population: 78,741,053 (2015) Most populous cities: Istanbul 14.4 mil, Ankara 5.2 mil, Izmir 4.1 mil,
Bursa 2.8 mil, Antalya 2.2 mil (2014)
% of Population 14 or Younger: 25.5% (2015)
Ethnic Groups: Turks 70%-75%; Kurds 18%; Other minorities 7%-12% (2008)
Religion: Muslim 99.8% (Sunni 75%-88%, Alevi 12%-25%), Others (mainly Christian and Jewish)
0.2%
Literacy: 95% (male 98.4%, female 91.8%) (2015)

Economy

GDP Per Capita (at purchasing power parity): $20,396 (2015)
Real GDP Growth: 3.1%
Inflation: 8.0%
Unemployment: 9.8%
Budget Deficit as % of GDP: 2.0%
Public Debt as % of GDP: 32.7%
External Debt as % of GDP: 55.4%
Current Account Deficit as % of GDP: 4.3%

1

See http://www.tc-america.org/in-congress/caucus.htm.
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Source: Graphic created by CRS. Map boundaries and information generated by Hannah Fischer using
Department of State Boundaries (2011); Esri (2014); ArcWorld (2014); DeLorme (2014). Fact information (2016
estimates unless otherwise specified) from International Monetary Fund, Global Economic Outlook; Turkish
Statistical Institute; World Bank; Economist Intelligence Unit; and Central Intelligence Agency, The World
Factbook.

Country Overview and the Erdogan Era
Since the 1980s, Turkey has experienced fundamental internal change—particularly the economic
empowerment of a middle class from its Anatolian heartland that emphasizes Sunni Muslim
values. This change helped fuel continuing political transformation led by the Islamic-leaning
Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkinma Partisi, or AKP) and President (formerly
Prime Minister) Recep Tayyip Erdogan (pronounced air-doe-wan) after the AKP won four
governing majorities—2002, 2007, 2011, and 2015—during a period in which Turkey’s economy
has generally enjoyed growth and stability. For decades since its founding in the 1920s, the
Turkish republic had relied upon its military, judiciary, and other bastions of its Kemalist (a term
inspired by Turkey’s republican founder, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk) “secular elite” to protect it
from political and ideological extremes—sacrificing at least some of its democratic vitality in the
process.
Through the AKP’s electoral victories, popular referenda, court decisions, and other political
developments within the existing constitutional order, Turkey has changed into a more civilianled system that increasingly reflects the new middle class’s dedication to market economics and
conservative values. However, many Turkish citizens and outside observers express concern that
Erdogan and the AKP have taken Turkey in a more authoritarian direction and are seeking to
consolidate their hold on power.2
Domestic polarization has intensified since 2013: nationwide anti-government protests that began
in Istanbul’s Gezi Park took place that year, and corruption allegations later surfaced against a
number of Erdogan’s colleagues in and out of government.3 Additionally, concerns regarding
Erdogan have accelerated since he became president in August 2014 via Turkey’s first-ever
popular presidential election and claimed a mandate for increasing his power by pursuing a
“presidential system” of governance.4
2

For general information on the status of democracy and human rights in Turkey, see the State Department’s Country
Reports for Human Rights Practices for 2015. A February 2014 Freedom House report critical of Erdogan and his
associates alleged that they had engaged in patterns of behavior over a number of years involving widespread
intimidation and manipulation of media, private companies, and other civil society actors through various means,
including active interference in their operations and regulatory action to compel government-friendly outcomes.
Freedom House, Democracy in Crisis: Corruption, Media, and Power in Turkey, February 2014.
3
Freedom House, op. cit. In addition to evidence that a number of Turkish businessmen engaged in “tender-rigging,” or
paying bribes to public officials in exchange for preferential treatment of their bids for public contracts and zoning
exceptions, some of the most high-profile charges revolved around an apparent arrangement by Turkish cabinet
ministers to engage in “gold-for-energy” trades with Iranian sources between March 2012 (when international money
transfers to Iran through the SWIFT system were prohibited) and July 2013 (when energy transactions with Iran using
precious metals became subject to U.S. sanctions). The corruption charges were all dropped in October 2014, and in
January 2015 the Turkish parliament cleared four government ministers who had also been implicated. U.S. officials
arrested one of the alleged Iranian sources (named Reza Zarrab) in March 2016 for unlawful evasion of U.S. sanctions,
and Turkish media and social media outside of pro-government circles feature regular speculation about what evidence
Zarrab’s investigation and trial might reveal about Turkey’s top leadership. “Iran’s Turkish connection: Golden
squeal,” Economist, June 11, 2016.
4
Under Turkey’s present constitution, the presidency is officially nonpartisan and is less directly involved in most
governing tasks than the prime minister. Since becoming president, Erdogan has remained active politically, has
(continued...)
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In recent years under Erdogan and the AKP, Turkey has seen:










major personnel and structural changes to the justice sector and the widespread
dropping of charges or convictions against Erdogan colleagues5 and military
leaders amid government accusations that the Fethullah Gulen movement had
used its own agenda to drive police and prosecutorial actions and was intent on
establishing a “parallel structure” to control Turkey;6
official or related private efforts to influence media expression through
intimidation, personnel changes, prosecution, and even direct takeover of key
enterprises;7
various measures to prevent future protests, including robust police action,
restrictions on social media, and official and pro-government media allegations
that dissent in Turkey largely comes about through the interaction of small
minorities and foreign interests;8
the May 2016 replacement of former Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu’s AKP
government by Prime Minister Binali Yildirim and others characterized as more
deferential to Erdogan;9 and
U.S. and European statements of concern regarding Turkish measures targeting
civil liberties and the potential for developments that may undermine the rule of
law and political and economic stability.10

Analyses of Erdogan sometimes characterize him as one or more of the following: a reflection of
the Turkish everyman, a cagey and pragmatic populist, a protector of the vulnerable, a budding
authoritarian, an indispensable figure, or an Islamic ideologue.11 Analyses that assert similarities
between Erdogan and leaders in countries such as Russia, Iran, and China in personality,
psychology, or leadership style offer possible analogies regarding the countries’ respective
pathways.12 However, such analyses often do not note factors that might distinguish Turkey from
(...continued)
claimed greater prerogatives of power under the constitution, and has proposed constitutional change that would
consolidate his power more formally by vesting greater authority in the office of the president in a way that may be
subject to fewer checks and balances than such systems in the United States and other president-led democracies.
Calling a popular referendum to amend the constitution would require a parliamentary supermajority beyond the AKP’s
current representation.
5
Tim Arango, “Some Charges Are Dropped in Scandal in Turkey,” New York Times, October 17, 2014.
6
Piotr Zalewski, “Erdogan turns on Gulenists’ ‘parallel state’ in battle for power,” Financial Times, May 6, 2014.
7
State Department, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2015, Turkey, updated June 14, 2016; “Turkey’s
Zaman: Editorial tone changes after takeover,” Al Jazeera, March 7, 2016.
8
Lisel Hintz, “Adding Insult to Injury: Vilification as Counter-Mobilization in Turkey’s Gezi Protests,” Project on
Middle East Political Science, June 6, 2016.
9
Reuben Silverman, “Some of the President’s Men: Yildirim, Davutoglu, and the ‘Palace Coup’ Before the Coup,”
reubensilverman.wordpress.com, August 1, 2016.
10
State Department, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2015, op. cit.; European Commission, Turkey
2015 Report, November 10, 2015, available at http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2015/
20151110_report_turkey.pdf.
11
See e.g., Mustafa Akyol, “Turkey’s Authoritarian Drift,” New York Times, November 10, 2015; Nora Fisher Onar,
“The populism/realism gap: Managing uncertainty in Turkey’s politics and foreign policy,” Brookings Institution,
February 4, 2016; Mustafa Akyol, “Does Erdogan want his own Islamic state?” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, April 29,
2016; Burak Kadercan, “Erdogan’s Last Off-Ramp: Authoritarianism, Democracy, and the Future of Turkey,” War on
the Rocks, July 28, 2016.
12
See e.g., Oral Calislar, “A tale of two Rambos: Putin, Erdogan take on West,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, December 2,
(continued...)
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these other countries. For example, unlike Russia or Iran, Turkey’s economy cannot rely on
significant rents from natural resources if foreign sources of revenue or investment dry up. Unlike
Russia and China, Turkey does not have nuclear weapons under its command and control.
Additionally, unlike all three others, Turkey’s economic, political, and national security
institutions and traditions have been closely connected with those of the West for decades.
Turkey’s future trajectory is likely to be informed by factors including leadership, geopolitics,
history, and economics.
In the wake of the unsuccessful July 15-16, 2016, coup attempt (described below), debate persists
about whether Erdogan’s governing style and impact are of greater or lesser concern than those of
past Turkish leaders with authoritarian tendencies. Criticisms of Erdogan and the AKP and calls
for greater pluralism and rule of law are tempered by assertions from many observers that Turkey
remains more democratic, prosperous, and tolerant of various lifestyles than in past eras. Some
commentators also note that the implications of a change in leadership would be uncertain.
Erdogan and various other key Turkish figures (including political party leaders) are profiled in
Appendix A.

July 2016 Failed Coup and Aftermath
On July 15-16, 2016, elements within the Turkish military operating outside the chain of
command mobilized air and ground forces in a failed attempt to seize political power from
President Erdogan and Prime Minister Binali Yildirim.13 Government officials used various
traditional and social media platforms14 and alerts from mosque loudspeakers15 to rally Turkey’s
citizens in opposition to the plot. Resistance by security forces loyal to the government and
civilians in key areas of Istanbul and Ankara succeeded in foiling the coup,16 with around 270
killed on both sides.17 The leaders of Turkey’s opposition parties and key military commanders
helped counter the coup attempt by promptly denouncing it.18
Turkish officials have publicly blamed the plot on military officers with alleged links to Fethullah
Gulen—formerly a state-employed imam in Turkey and now a permanent U.S. resident (see
“Failed Coup Aftermath and the Gulen Extradition Question” below for more on the implications
for U.S.-Turkey relations). Allies at one point, the AKP and Gulen’s movement had a falling out
in 2013 that complicated existing struggles in Turkey regarding power and political freedom.
Gulen strenuously denies involvement in the plot, but has acknowledged that he “could not rule
out” involvement by some of his followers.19 For more on Gulen and the Gulen movement, see
(...continued)
2014; Douglas Bloomfield, “Washington Watch: Is Erdogan the new Ahmadinejad?” Jerusalem Post, July 17, 2013;
“Sending the Wrong Signal to Turkey,” New York Times, April 19, 2016.
13
Metin Gurcan, “Why Turkey’s coup didn’t stand a chance,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, July 17, 2016.
14
Uri Friedman, “Erdogan’s Final Agenda,” The Atlantic, July 19, 2016; Nathan Gardels, “A Former Top Turkish
Advisor Explains Why Erdogan Is The Coup’s Biggest Winner,” Huffington Post, July 19, 2016.
15
Pinar Tremblay, “How Erdogan used the power of the mosques against the coup attempt,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse,
July 25, 2016.
16
Gardels, op. cit.
17
Ray Sanchez, “Fethullah Gulen on ‘GPS’: Failed Turkey coup looked ‘like a Hollywood movie,’” CNN, July 31,
2016.
18
Kareem Shaheen, “Military coup was well planned and very nearly succeeded, say Turkish officials,” Guardian, July
18, 2016.
19
Stephanie Saul, “An Exiled Cleric Denies Playing a Leading Role in Coup Attempt,” New York Times, July 16, 2016.
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CRS In Focus IF10444, Fethullah Gulen, Turkey, and the United States: A Reference, by Jim
Zanotti.
In recent years, many observers had concluded that the long era of military sway over Turkish
civilian politics had ended.20 Reportedly, this was largely due to efforts by the government and
adherents or sympathizers of Fethullah Gulen during Erdogan’s first decade as prime minister (he
served in that office from 2003 to 2014) to diminish the military’s traditionally secularist political
power.21
However, increased internal and external stresses in the past few years may have made Turkey
more dependent on military force in confronting threats and maintaining stability, leading some to
speculate on the potential for renewed military intervention in politics.22 The plotters’ precise
motivations are unclear, but could possibly have included differences with military and political
leadership over Turkey’s general trajectory or specific policies.23 Many observers theorize that the
coup attempt probably sought to thwart a reportedly imminent purge of some involved in the
plot.24
Figure 2. Past Turkish Domestic Military Interventions

Source: The Washington Post.

Amid post-plot turmoil and an atmosphere of distrust, Turkey’s government has detained or
dismissed tens of thousands of personnel within its military, judiciary, civil service, and
20

Steven A. Cook, “Turkey has had lots of coups. Here’s why this one failed.” washingtonpost.com, July 16, 2016;
Patrick Kingsley, “‘We thought coups were in the past’: how Turkey was caught unaware,” Guardian, July 16, 2016.
21
Raziye Akkoc, “Erdogan and Gulen: uneasy allies turned bitter foes,” Agence France Presse, July 17, 2016.
22
See, e.g. Lars Haugom, “A Political Comeback for the Turkish Military?” Turkey Analyst, March 11, 2016; Michael
Rubin, “Could there be a coup in Turkey?” American Enterprise Institute, March 21, 2016; Gonul Tol, “Turkey’s Next
Military Coup,” Foreign Affairs, May 30, 2016; Cengiz Candar, “How will Turkey’s military use its restored
standing?” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, April 24, 2016.
23
See, e.g., Borzou Daragahi, “Document Reveals What Really Drove Turkey’s Failed Coup Plotters,” BuzzFeed, July
28, 2016.
24
Joe Parkinson and Adam Entous, “Turkey's Spies Failed to See Coup Coming,” Wall Street Journal, July 30, 2016;
Metin Gurcan, “Why Turkey’s coup didn’t stand a chance,” op. cit.
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educational system, and taken over or closed various businesses, schools, and media outlets.25
The government largely justifies its actions by claiming that those affected are associated with the
Gulen movement, even though the measures may be broader in who they directly impact.26
Amnesty International alleges that some detainees have been subjected to beatings, torture, and
other human rights violations.27 Given that several schools and other organizations with apparent
ties to the Gulen movement are located around the world, Turkey’s government has appealed to
other governments to close down these organizations. Some have either done so or indicated a
willingness to do so, and some have not.28
The United States, various European leaders, and the U.N. Secretary-General have cautioned
Turkey to follow the rule of law.29 Western countries’ emphasis on concerns about the government
response has reportedly bothered many Turks (including some who normally oppose Erdogan)
who largely show support for the government’s post-coup actions, and who may have expected
the West to show more solidarity with the Turkish people after they faced down the coup.30

25

Tulay Karadeniz, et al., “Turkey dismisses military, shuts media outlets as crackdown deepens,” Reuters, July 28,
2016; Ayla Jean Yackley, “Turkey seizes assets as post-coup crackdown turns to business,” Reuters, August 18, 2016;
Joe Parkinson and Emre Peker, “Turkey Tightens the Screw,” Wall Street Journal, August 25, 2016.
26
“Turkish anger at the West: Duplicity coup,” Economist, August 20, 2016.
27
Merrit Kennedy, “Amnesty International: After Turkey’s Failed Coup, Some Detainees Are Tortured, Raped,” NPR,
July 25, 2016.
28
“The hunt for Gulenists: Extradition quest,” Economist, August 20, 2016.
29
See, e.g., Duncan Robinson and Mehul Srivastava, “US and EU leaders warn Turkey’s Erdogan over post-coup
crackdown,” Financial Times, July 18, 2016; “UN head ‘deeply concerned’ by ongoing arrests in Turkey,” Hurriyet
Daily News, July 28, 2016.
30
Kadercan, op. cit.; Ozgur Unluhisarcikli, “Coup Attempt Unifies Turkey — But Could Distance the West,” German
Marshall Fund of the United States, August 2, 2016.
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Observers debate how lasting and influential the purges will be,35 and how the failed coup and
echoes of past Turkish military interventions might influence future military and government
actions.36 In late July, Turkey’s Supreme
Military Council (Turkish acronym
State of Emergency and Death Penalty
YAS) decided that the country’s top
Debate
military commanders, who maintained
On July 21, the Turkish parliament voted to approve a threetheir loyalty to the government and were
month state of emergency, which can be extended. This allows
the government to rule by decree. Turkey also partially
taken hostage during the failed coup,
37
suspended the European Convention on Human Rights, citing
would retain their positions. Shortly
examples from France, Belgium, and Ukraine as precedents.31
thereafter, the government announced a
Additionally, Turkey is engaged in a nationwide debate on
dramatic restructuring of Turkey’s chain
reinstating capital punishment. Pointing to anti-coup protests
of command, giving the civilian
that have voiced support for bringing back the death penalty,
government decisive control over the
President Erdogan has stated that if the parliament passes such a
measure, he will sign it.32 Capital punishment was abolished in
YAS. Erdogan also placed the military
Turkey in 2004 as an EU membership prerequisite. Some EU
more firmly under the civilian
officials have recently reiterated that no country can join the EU
government’s control and revealed plans
while maintaining the death penalty,33 making any reinstatement
to place Turkey’s national intelligence
likely to render Turkey’s long-stalled prospects for accession an
agency under his direct control, as well
even more remote possibility.34
as to reorganize institutions involved
with military training and education.38
With nearly half of the generals and admirals who were serving on July 15 now detained39 and/or
dismissed from service,40 there are doubts in some quarters about the efficacy of the Turkish
military in combating the numerous threats to Turkish security, including those from the Islamic
State and the PKK.41 Beyond the personnel and institutional challenges, many observers assert
that the internal divisions revealed by the coup attempt will be detrimental to both cohesion and
morale.42
31

“Turkish Lawmakers Give Leader Erdogan Sweeping New Powers,” Associated Press, July 21, 2016.
“Erdogan: I will approve death penalty if parliament votes,” Hurriyet Daily News, August 7, 2016.
33
Selen Girit, “Will Turkey’s failed coup mean a return to the death penalty?” BBC News, July 19, 2016.
34
Kursat Akyol, “Will Turkey reinstate the death penalty?” Al-Monitor Turkish Pulse, July 29, 2016.
35
Ben Hubbard, et al., “Failed Turkish Coup Accelerated a Purge Years in the Making,” New York Times, July 22,
2016.
36
See, e.g., Tim Arango, “With Army in Disarray, a Pillar of Turkey Lies Broken,” New York Times, July 29, 2016.
For references to past military interventions that occurred outside the chain of command (Turkey’s first coup in 1960
and two failed coups in 1962 and 1963), see Nick Danforth, “Lessons for U.S.-Turkish Relations from a Coup Gone
By,” War on the Rocks, July 26, 2016; Aaron Stein, “The Fracturing of Turkey’s Military,” Atlantic Council, July 20,
2016.
37
Emre Peker, “Turkey Firms Grip on Its Military,” Wall Street Journal, July 29, 2016.
38
Cinar Kiper and Elena Becatoros, “Turkey’s Erdogan brings military more under gov’t,” Associated Press, August 1,
2016; Yesim Dikmen and David Dolan, “Turkey culls nearly 1,400 from army, overhauls top military council,”
Reuters, July 31, 2016.
39
Arango, “With Army in Disarray, a Pillar of Turkey Lies Broken,” op. cit.
40
Peker, op. cit.
41
Aaron Stein, “The Fallout of the Failed Coup,” American Interest, August 16, 2016; Metin Gurcan, “Critical meeting
will determine fate of Turkish forces post-coup,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, July 25, 2016; Humeyra Pamuk and Gareth
Jones, “INSIGHT- Turkish military a fractured force after attempted coup,” Reuters, July 26, 2016.
42
Soner Cagaptay, “Turkey’s Troubling Turn,” Foreign Affairs, July 19, 2016; James Stavridis, “Turkey and NATO:
What Comes Next Is Messy,” Foreign Policy, July 18, 2016.
32
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The Kurdish Issue
Background
Ethnic Kurds reportedly constitute approximately 18% of Turkey’s population, though claims
regarding their numbers vary. Kurds are largely concentrated in the relatively impoverished
southeast, though populations are found in urban centers across the country. Kurdish reluctance to
recognize Turkish state authority in various parts of the southeast—a dynamic that also exists
between Kurds and national governments in Iraq, Iran, and Syria—and harsh Turkish measures to
quell Kurdish identity- and rights-based claims and demands have fed tensions that have
periodically worsened since the foundation of the republic in 1923. Since 1984, the Turkish
military has waged an on-and-off struggle to put down a separatist insurgency and urban
terrorism campaign by the Kurdistan Workers’ Party, or Partiya Karkeren Kurdistan (PKK).43 The
initially secessionist demands of the PKK have since ostensibly evolved toward the less
ambitious goal of greater cultural and political autonomy.44
The struggle between Turkish authorities and the PKK was most intense during the 1990s, but
resumed in 2003 after the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, following a lull. According to the U.S.
government, the PKK partially finances its activities through criminal activities, including its
operation of a Europe-wide drug trafficking network.45 The PKK uses safe havens in areas of
northern Iraq under the nominal authority of Iraq’s Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). The
Turkish military’s approach to neutralizing the PKK has been routinely criticized by Western
governments and human rights organizations for being overly hard on ethnic Kurds—thousands
have been imprisoned and hundreds of thousands have been displaced or had their livelihoods
disrupted for suspected PKK involvement or sympathies.
Amid internal conflict in Syria since 2011, the PKK’s Syrian sister organization, the Democratic
Union Party (Partiya Yekitiya Demokrat, or PYD), has gained a measure of control over some
swaths of Kurdish-populated territory near Syria’s border with Turkey. Initially, this development
mainly raised questions for Turkey about the possibility of another base of support for PKK
training, leadership, and operations.46 However, as the PYD’s militia, the People’s Protection
Units (Yekineyen Parastina Gel, or YPG), has arguably become the most effective U.S. partnered
anti-IS ground force in Syria, and has consolidated its territorial control further in 2014 and 2015,

43

In footnote 2 of a September 2011 report, the International Crisis Group stated that Turkish government figures
estimate that close to 12,000 Turks had been killed since fighting began in the early 1980s. This figure includes Turkish
security personnel of various types and Turkish civilians (including Turkish Kurds who are judged not to have been
PKK combatants). The same report stated that Turkish estimates of PKK dead during the same time period ran from
30,000 to 40,000. International Crisis Group, Turkey: Ending the PKK Insurgency, Europe Report No. 213, September
20, 2011.
44
Kurdish nationalist leaders demand that any future changes to Turkey’s 1982 constitution not suppress Kurdish
ethnic and linguistic identity. The first clause of Article 3 of the constitution reads, “The Turkish state, with its territory
and nation, is an indivisible entity. Its language is Turkish.” Because the constitution states that its first three articles
are unamendable, even proposing a change could face judicial obstacles. Kurds in Turkey also seek to modify the
electoral law to allow for greater Kurdish nationalist participation in Turkish politics by lowering the percentage-vote
threshold (currently 10%) for political parties in parliament.
45
U.S. Department of the Treasury Press Release, “Five PKK Leaders Designated Narcotics Traffickers,” April 20,
2011.
46
However, northern Syria’s more open terrain and comparably small and dispersed Kurdish population may make it a
less plausible base of operations than Iraq. Syria hosted the PKK’s leadership until 1998, and historical and personal
links persist among Syrian Kurds and the PKK.
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these events also have contributed to a dynamic of ethnic Turkish-Kurdish retrenchment in
Turkey fed by, among other things,




how the prospects for Kurds in Syria and Iraq of greater autonomy or
independence impact relations and mutual perceptions of leverage among
Turkey’s Kurds and its government; and
security and socioeconomic concerns Turkey faces—in the same border areas
where large Kurdish populations are concentrated—stemming from the Syrian
refugees Turkey hosts and the militants that might use or transit its territory.

Since mid-2014, direct PKK military action to
help repel the Islamic State and defend northern
Iraqi territory controlled by the KRG has
complicated Turkish efforts to obtain outside
support for reducing the group’s potency. The
PKK’s role in countering the Islamic State and its
track record of not targeting Americans has
periodically led some commentators to question
whether it should remain a U.S.-designated
terrorist group.47

PKK Designations by U.S.
Government
Designation

Year

Foreign Terrorist
Organization

1997

Specially Designated
Global Terrorist

2001

Significant Foreign
Narcotics Trafficker

2008

Recent Violence and Future Prospects After the July Failed Coup
It is still not clear how the failed coup will affect Erdogan’s stance toward Turkey’s Kurds, which
has changed in recent years. Until the spring of 2015, Erdogan appeared to prefer negotiating a
political compromise with PKK leaders over the prospect of armed conflict.48 However, against
the backdrop of PKK-affiliated Kurdish groups’ continued success in Syria, and a June 2015
election in Turkey in which the pro-Kurdish party (Peoples’ Democratic Party, Turkish acronym
HDP) made substantial gains, Erdogan adopted a more nationalistic rhetorical stance criticizing
the PKK and HDP.
Around the same time, the PKK was reportedly preparing for a possible renewal of conflict in
southeastern Turkey.49 The balance of leverage between the government and the PKK was at least
partly affected after late 2014 by growing U.S. support for the PYD/YPG.50 Although the United
States has considered the PKK to be a terrorist group since 1997, it does not apply this
characterization to the PYD/YPG.51

47

David L. Phillips, “Why the US should take PKK off the terror list,” CNBC, October 9, 2014; Michael Rubin, “The
US should reconsider PKK terror designation,” American Enterprise Institute, November 12, 2013.
48
As prime minister, Erdogan had led past efforts to resolve the Kurdish question by using political, cultural, and
economic development approaches, in addition to the traditional security-based approach, in line with the AKP’s
ideological starting point that common Islamic ties among Turks and Kurds could transcend ethnic differences. For
more information on the various Kurdish groups in Syria and their relationships with Turkey-based groups and the
Turkish state, see CRS In Focus IF10350, The Kurds in Iraq, Turkey, Syria, and Iran, by Jim Zanotti and Bolko J.
Skorupski.
49
Ugur Ergan, “Attacks reveal PKK prepared for war during peace talks: Analyst,” Hurriyet Daily News, August 21,
2015; Aliza Marcus, “Turkey’s Kurdish Guerrillas Are Ready for War,” Foreign Policy, August 31, 2015.
50
Semih Idiz, “US support of Syrian Kurds ruffles Turkey’s feathers,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, August 4, 2015.
51
In a September 21, 2015, daily press briefing, the State Department spokesperson said that the United States does not
(continued...)
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A complicated set of circumstances involving IS-linked terrorist attacks against pro-Kurdish
demonstrators, PKK allegations of Turkish government acquiescence to or complicity with the
attacks, and a deadly ambush of Turkish security personnel led to a resumption of violence
between government forces and the PKK in the summer of 2015. The return to violence helped
Erdogan in the short term, with some Kurds presumably moving back to the AKP from the HDP
in November 2015 elections because of the PKK’s return to conflict.52
The resurgent Turkey-PKK violence led Turkish authorities to take emergency measures to
overcome PKK-affiliated redoubts in key southeastern urban areas.53 Since December 2015, at
least 350,000 people have been displaced and the region’s infrastructure has suffered significant
damage, according to the Turkish Ministry of Health.54 The violence has fueled international
concerns about possible human rights abuses.55 Figures are difficult to verify, but Erdogan
claimed in March 2016 that 5,000 PKK militants and 355 state security forces had been killed in
the offensive56 and the U.S. State Department reported “dozens” of civilian deaths as of
December 2015.57 In 2016, the PKK or affiliated groups have carried out a number of attacks in
key urban areas that have killed and injured both civilians and security personnel. U.S. officials,
while supportive of Turkey’s prerogative to defend itself from attacks, have advised Turkey to
show restraint and proportionality in its actions against the PKK.58
The military effort against the PKK in the southeast has been led by Turkey’s Second Army,
whose commander has been detained in connection with the coup plot.59 Some analysts assert that
post-coup changes involving commanders and personnel could affect force readiness.60 The
Turkish military launched air strikes against PKK targets in northern Iraq in the days following
the coup, possibly at least partly to project a sense of continuity and stability.61
In late 2015, some Turkish observers alleged that remarks by HDP leaders supported armed
Kurdish resistance. Erdogan called for action revoking parliamentary members’ immunity from
expulsion and prosecution.62 In May 2016, legislators (largely from the AKP and the Nationalist
Action Party—Turkish acronym MHP) approved this change by amending the constitution.63
(...continued)
consider the YPG to be a terrorist organization, and in a February 23, 2016, press briefing, the Defense Department
spokesperson said that “we will continue to disagree with Turkey [with] regard [to] … our support for those particular
[Kurdish] groups that are taking the fight to ISIL, understanding their concerns about terrorist activities.” In an April,
28, 2016, Senate hearing, Secretary of Defense Ash Carter appeared to answer “yes” to a question on whether the YPG
has ties to the PKK, but he later reiterated that the YPG is not a designated terrorist organization.
52
Piotr Zalewski, “Turkey’s pro-Kurdish party reels as AKP storms back into power,” Financial Times, November 2,
2015.
53
Orhan Coskun, “Turkish warplanes strike northern Iraq after Ankara bombing blamed on Kurdish militants,”
Reuters, March 14, 2016.
54
Zia Weise, “Turkey’s ‘like Syria,’” Politico Europe, March 21, 2016.
55
Suzan Fraser, “Turkey’s military has ended a three-month operation against Kurdish militants in the largest city in
the country’s mostly Kurdish southeast,” Associated Press, March 9, 2016.
56
Seyhmus Cakan, “More than 5,000 Kurdish militants killed since July: Turkey’s Erdogan,” Reuters, March 28, 2016.
57
State Department, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2015, op. cit
58
See, e.g., “Obama calls Erdogan to discuss Ankara attack, Syria,” Anadolu Agency, February 19, 2016.
59
Kadri Gursel, “Turkey’s failed coup reveals ‘army within an army,’” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, July 22, 2016.
60
See, e.g., Aaron Stein, “Inside a failed coup and Turkey’s fragmented military,” War on the Rocks, July 20, 2016.
61
“Turkey air strikes kill PKK fighters in northern Iraq,” Al Jazeera, July 20, 2016.
62
“Turkey’s Erdogan: Demirtas Kurdish autonomy plea is ‘treason,’” BBC News, December 29, 2015.
63
“Turkey passes bill to strip politicians of immunity,” Al Jazeera, May 20, 2016.
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Before the failed coup, many analysts anticipated action against parliamentary members from the
HDP and perhaps some from the main opposition CHP (Turkish acronym for Republican People’s
Party), at least partly as a way to advance Erdogan’s quest for a favorable parliamentary
supermajority to establish a presidential system. They speculated about how a virtual
disenfranchisement of Kurdish nationalist voters might affect prospects for heightened or
extended Turkey-PKK violence.64
In the aftermath of the failed coup, next steps regarding the PKK and HDP and prospects for
resuming Turkey-PKK negotiations are uncertain. Despite the HDP’s quick condemnation of the
plot, along with all other parties in parliament, Erdogan continues to exclude HDP leaders from
cross-party meetings and events.65 Some HDP figures have voiced concern that CHP and MHP
solidarity with the AKP might isolate them or leave them prone to a future government
crackdown.66 According to August 2016 reports, prosecutors have reportedly prepared
indictments against key HDP figures.67
The future trajectory of Turkey-PKK violence and political negotiation may depend on a number
of factors, including:








Which Kurdish figures and groups (imprisoned PKK founder Abdullah Ocalan
[profiled in Appendix A], various PKK militant leaders, the professedly
nonviolent HDP) are most influential in driving events.
Erdogan’s approach to and influence on Turkish government policy regarding the
Kurdish issue. Previously considered by most domestic and international
observers to be the only Turkish leader strong enough to deliver a peaceful
solution, many now question this assumption in light of his recent nationalistic
tone.
How violence since 2015 might affect Turkey’s internal stability, governing
institutions, and ability to administer the southeast, particularly in light of the
military’s shakeup after the failed coup attempt.
The extent to which the United States and perhaps European actors might—based
on their view of the issue’s priority—offer incentives to or impose costs on
Turkey and the PKK in efforts to mitigate violence and promote political
resolution of the parties’ differences.

Economy
General Overview
The AKP’s political successes have been aided considerably by robust Turkish economic growth
since the early 2000s. Growth rates, fueled by diversified Turkish conglomerates (such as Koc
and Sabanci) from traditional urban centers as well as “Anatolian tigers” (small- to medium-sized
export-oriented businesses) scattered throughout the country, have been comparable at times since
2000 to those of China, India, and other major developing economies. A March 2014 analysis
64

Kadri Gursel, “Ouster of Kurdish MPs threatens to fuel separatism in Turkey,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse, May 23,
2016.
65
See, e.g., “No invitation to Turkish leaders’ summit angers HDP,” Hurriyet Daily News, July 25, 2016.
66
Diego Cupolo, “The state of emergency for Turkey’s opposition,” dw.com, July 25, 2016.
67
“Indictment drawn up against HDP leaders for terrorist propaganda in Turkey,” Anadolu Agency, August 14, 2016.
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stated that Turkey’s citizens were 43% better off economically then than when Erdogan became
prime minister in 2003.68 According to the World Bank, Turkey’s economy ranked 18th worldwide
in annual GDP in 2015.
The dependence of Turkey’s economy on foreign capital and exports led to challenges in recent
years stemming from the economic slowdown in the EU, Turkey’s main trading partner, and from
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s tightening of monetary policy. Growth has slowed from about 9% in
2011 to between 2% and 4.2% in the years since.69
Government regulation and intervention have the potential to affect Turkey’s economic trajectory.
Although Turkey’s central bank cut its key policy interest rate from 10% in early 2014 to 7.5% in
2015, President Erdogan has publicly called for larger cuts. The politicization of the issue appears
to have factored into the continued fall of Turkey’s lira against the dollar, along with security
concerns that have led to a significant decline in tourism,70 and downward pressure on the lira
(among a number of emerging market currencies) in anticipation of future Federal Reserve
interest rate hikes.71 Most analyses of Turkey’s economy express optimism about its fiscal
position and banking system, while noting that Turkey’s relatively large current account deficit
makes it more vulnerable than most economies to higher U.S. borrowing costs.
The July 2016 failed coup has exacerbated concerns about political uncertainty in Turkey. After
the coup attempt, an already weak lira has fallen lower, and Standard and Poor’s lowered its
credit rating for Turkey, citing the potential for instability to limit the capital flows necessary to
sustain the country’s balance of payments.72 However, the long-term implications remain to be
seen. The Turkish government maintains that the coup attempt’s impact will be minimal, and that
the greatest potential risk is the negative effect on Turkey’s image among international
investors.73 Accordingly, the Turkish government has since been vigorous in its pursuit of foreign
direct investment, which may have partly motivated its recent rapprochement with Russia.74
Going forward, some observers assert that the “low-hanging fruit”—numerous large
infrastructure projects and the scaling up of low-technology manufacturing—that largely drove
the previous decade’s economic success is unlikely to produce similar results.75 For example, one
observer argues that Turkey’s real economic challenge is not physical or political security but
structural weaknesses.76 Structural economic goals for Turkey include incentivizing greater
research and development to encourage Turkish technological innovation and global
competitiveness, harmonizing the educational system with future workforce needs, encouraging
domestic savings, and increasing and diversifying energy supplies to meet ever-growing
consumption demands.
68

Christopher de Bellaigue, “Turkey Goes Out of Control,” New York Review of Books, April 3, 2014.
Data from the IMF’s World Economic Outlook database.
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Bloomberg, June 30, 2016.
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Bloomberg, August 20, 2015.
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Kerim Karakaya, “Turkish deputy PM: Coup’s economic wounds ‘easy to manage,’” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse,
August 9, 2016.
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Nuran Erkul, “Turkey in pursuit of $24B in foreign investment,” Anadolu Agency, August 11, 2016.
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Energy77
Turkey’s importance as a regional energy transport hub elevates its increasing relevance for world
energy markets while also providing Turkey with opportunities to satisfy its own growing
domestic energy needs. Turkey’s location has made it a key country in the U.S. and European
effort to establish a southern corridor for natural gas transit from diverse sources.78 However,
Turkey’s dependence on external sources—particularly oil and natural gas from Russia and
Iran—may constrain its foreign policy somewhat.79 Turkey has preliminarily agreed to a proposed
Russian project known as “Turkish Stream,” in which a pipeline would traverse Turkish territory
and/or territorial waters, reportedly in exchange for discounts to Turkey on purchases of Russian
natural gas. The likelihood of implementing this proposal is a subject of ongoing speculation,
though perceptions of its viability are closely tied to the state of broader Turkish-Russian relations
(see “Russia” below).80
As part of a broad Turkish strategy to reduce the country’s current dependence on a few foreign
sources, Turkey appears to be trying to diversify its energy imports. In late 2011, Turkey and
Azerbaijan reached deals for the transit of natural gas to and through Turkey81 via a proposed
Trans-Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP), with gas projected to begin to flow by 2018. The deals have
attracted attention as a potentially significant precedent for transporting non-Russian, non-Iranian
energy to Europe. In June 2013, the consortium that controls the Azerbaijani gas fields selected to
have TANAP connect with a proposed Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) to Italy.82 Turkey has also
sought to increase energy imports from Iraq, including through dealings with the KRG involving
northern Iraqi oil and gas reserves and pipelines.
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Michael Ratner, Specialist in Energy Policy, contributed to this subsection.
The U.S. energy strategy in Europe is designed to work together with European nations and the European Union to
seek ways to diversify Europe’s energy supplies. The focus of U.S. efforts has been on establishing a southern corridor
route for Caspian and Middle Eastern natural gas supplies to be shipped to Europe, generally through pipelines
traversing Turkey. See H.Res. 188, “Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives with respect to promoting
energy security of European allies through the opening of the Southern Gas Corridor.”
79
Russia supplies about 20% of Turkey’s energy consumption. “Russia v Turkey: Over the borderline,” Economist,
November 28, 2015. Turkey has become less dependent on Iranian oil in recent years, but—according to 2015
government figures—still receives about 22% of the oil it imports from Iran (with more than 45% now coming from
Iraq) and 15.3% of the natural gas it imports from Iran (with more than 58% coming from Russia). See
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkeys-energy-strategy.en.mfa. For U.S. government information on the main sources of
Turkish energy imports, see http://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=TUR.
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See, e.g., Barin Kayaoglu, “Turkey treads carefully on new gas pipeline with Russia,” Al-Monitor Turkey Pulse,
August 12, 2015.
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The terms of Turkish-Azerbaijani agreement specified that 565 billion-700 billion cubic feet (bcf) of natural gas
would transit Turkey, of which 210 bcf would be available for Turkey’s domestic use.
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BP press release, “Shah Deniz targets Italian and Southeastern European gas markets through Trans Adriatic
Pipeline,” June 28, 2013. The consortium did not rule out subsequently adding a connection with a proposed Nabucco
West pipeline to Austria at a later date when more natural gas is developed, but such an eventuality may be less likely
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Figure 3. Major Pipelines Traversing Turkey and Possible Nuclear Power Plants

Source: Graphic created by CRS. Map boundaries and information generated by Hannah Fischer using data from
the Department of State (2015); Esri (2014); IHS Pipeline Data (June 2015 and August 2015); Gazprom
(http://www.gazprom.com/f/posts/64/656707/map_tur_potok_eng.jpg, undated); BOTAS map
(http://www.botas.gov.tr/images/maps/BotasGenel_full.png, undated).
Notes: All locations are approximate.

Another part of Turkey’s strategy to become more energy independent is to increase domestic
energy production. Turkey has entered into an agreement with a subsidiary of Rosatom (Russia’s
state-run nuclear company) to have it build and operate what would be Turkey’s first nuclear
power plant in Akkuyu near the Mediterranean port of Mersin. Construction, which had been
planned for several years but was delayed by safety considerations raised at least in part by the
2011 Fukushima Daiichi incident in Japan, began in April 2015. According to a media report, “A
second plant is due to be built by a French-Japanese consortium in the northern Black Sea city of
Sinop, while a third plant, the location of which is yet to be finalized, is also planned.”83
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Burak Akinci with Stuart Williams, “Protests as Turkey starts work on first nuclear power plant,” Agence France
Presse, April 14, 2015.
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U.S.-Turkey Relations
There have been many situations in which the United States and Turkey have made common
cause during their decades-long alliance in NATO, but their strategic cooperation also has a
history of complications. This is based largely on divergences in how the two countries’ leaders
have assessed their respective interests given different geographical positions, threat perceptions,
and roles in regional and global political and security architectures. Domestic politics in both
countries have also played a role. Yet, both countries have continued to affirm the importance of
an enduring strategic relationship. A number of policy differences have arisen in the past few
years. It remains unclear whether these differences are mainly the latest manifestations of
structural tension, or whether they
signal a more substantive change in the
Incirlik Air Base
bilateral relationship.
Incirlik (pronounced in-jeer-leek) air base has long been the

Failed Coup Aftermath and
the Gulen Extradition
Question
The July 2016 failed coup and Turkey’s
trajectory in its aftermath could
significantly impact U.S.-Turkey
relations given Turkey’s regional
importance and membership in
NATO.87 Among NATO allies, only the
U.S. military has more active duty
personnel than Turkey’s.88

symbolic and logistical center of the U.S. military presence in
Turkey. Over the past 15 years, the base has been critical in
supplying U.S. military missions in Iraq and Afghanistan. It
currently hosts U.S.-led coalition aircraft carrying out anti-IS
strikes in Syria and Iraq, and around 1,500 U.S. personnel.
Dependents of U.S. military and government personnel were
ordered to leave Incirlik and other U.S. installations in Turkey in
March 2016.84
During and shortly after the July coup attempt, power to the
base was shut off and the airspace over it was closed to some
U.S. aircraft after pro-coup forces were revealed to have been
using the airfield and assets based there. U.S. personnel and
assets at Incirlik continued to function on backup generators.85
U.S. anti-IS sorties have since resumed. The arrest of the base’s
Turkish commander for alleged involvement in the coup plot has
raised suspicions among some in Turkey about whether the
United States knew about the coup in advance.86

Some Turkish officials and media have
accused the United States of prior
knowledge of or involvement in the
July 2016 coup attempt.89 President Obama dismissed such accusations on July 22 as
“unequivocally false” and threatening to U.S.-Turkey ties.90 These claims may partly stem from
popular Turkish sensitivities about historical U.S. closeness to Turkey’s military. Concerns that
U.S. officials have raised about how post-plot military personnel changes might affect U.S.Turkey cooperation have prompted criticism from Erdogan that has further fed speculation in
84
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Turkey about alleged U.S. connections with the plot.91 These dynamics may exacerbate antiAmerican sentiments in Turkish society.92
As mentioned above, an apparent disconnect between many Turks and Western observers
regarding Turkey’s post-coup response may be one factor complicating U.S.-Turkey relations.93
Secretary of State John Kerry warned on July 16 that a wide-ranging purge “would be a great
challenge to [Erdogan’s] relationship to Europe, to NATO and to all of us.”94
Further complicating U.S.-Turkey relations, in the plot’s aftermath the Turkish government has
intensified its calls (which date back to 2014)95 for the United States to extradite Gulen.96
According to polls, calls for Gulen’s extradition have widespread public support in Turkey. 97 In a
July 19 phone call with Erdogan, President Obama said that the United States is “willing to
provide appropriate assistance to Turkish authorities investigating the attempted coup” while
urging that Turkish authorities conduct their investigation “in ways that reinforce public
confidence in democratic institutions and the rule of law.”98 The State Department acknowledged
in August 2016 that Turkey has formally requested Gulen’s extradition for matters predating the
coup attempt,99 with Turkey possibly still working to prepare additional documentation in
connection with coup-related allegations. For more information on U.S.-Turkey dynamics
regarding the extradition issue, see CRS In Focus IF10444, Fethullah Gulen, Turkey, and the
United States: A Reference, by Jim Zanotti. For more information on the U.S. extradition process
in general, see CRS Report RS22702, An Abridged Sketch of Extradition To and From the United
States, by Charles Doyle.
Some Turkish officials have sought to portray U.S. extradition of Gulen as critical for positive
U.S.-Turkey relations,100 though the potential consequences if he is not extradited quickly or at all
remain unclear. In early August 2016, during a visit to Turkey by General Joseph Dunford,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, top Turkish officials reassured Dunford that the United
States would continue to enjoy access to Incirlik air base and other bases in Turkey. 101 Turkey
maintains the right to cancel U.S. access to Incirlik with three days’ notice.

U.S./NATO Presence in Turkey
U.S. civilian and military installations and personnel in Turkey were unharmed during the July
2016 attempted putsch. However, concerns surrounding plot-related events that transpired at
Incirlik air base (see textbox above) have fueled discussion among analysts about the advisability
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of continued U.S./NATO use of Turkish bases,102 including the reported storage of aircraftdeliverable nuclear weapons at Incirlik.103 For more information, see CRS Insight IN10542, U.S.
Nuclear Weapons in Turkey, by Amy F. Woolf.

Strategic Assessment
Turkey’s location near several global hotspots makes the continuing availability of its territory for
the stationing and transport of arms, cargo, and personnel valuable for the United States and
NATO. Turkey’s hosting of a U.S./NATO early warning missile defense radar and the
transformation earlier this decade of a NATO air command unit in Izmir into a ground forces
command appear to have reinforced Turkey’s strategic importance for the alliance. Turkey also
controls access to and from the Black Sea through its straits pursuant to the Montreux Convention
of 1936. Turkey’s embrace of the United States and NATO during the Cold War came largely as a
reaction to post-World War II actions by the Soviet Union seemingly aimed at moving Turkey and
its strategic control of maritime access points into a Soviet sphere of influence.
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Figure 4. Map of U.S. and NATO Military Presence in Turkey

Sources: Department of Defense, NATO, and various media outlets; adapted by CRS.
Notes: All locations are approximate. All bases are under Turkish sovereignty, with portions of them used for
limited purposes by the U.S. military and NATO. The U.S. and German Patriot missile batteries are scheduled to
be withdrawn by October 2015 and January 2016, respectively.

As the military’s political influence within Turkey has declined, civilian leaders have assumed
primary responsibility for national security decisions, and have taken even more control in the
wake of the failed coup. Changes in the Turkish power structure present a challenge for U.S.
officials accustomed to military interlocutors in adjusting future modes of bilateral interaction.104
104
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Moreover, the Turkish parliamentary decision in 2003 not to allow U.S. forces to use its territory
to open a northern front in Iraq significantly affected U.S.-Turkey relations and showed the
United States that it could no longer rely primarily on past legacies of cooperation and close ties
with the Turkish military.
On a number of occasions throughout the history of the U.S.-Turkey alliance, events or
developments have led to the withdrawal of U.S. military assets from Turkey or restrictions on
U.S. use of its territory and/or airspace. These include:





U.S. withdrawal of Jupiter missiles with nuclear warheads following the 1962
Cuban Missile Crisis.
Turkish closure of most U.S. defense and intelligence installations in Turkey
following the 1975 U.S. arms embargo imposed by Congress in response to
Turkey’s military intervention in Cyprus. (After the embargo ended in 1978, the
restoration of these installations in 1980 took place under NATO auspices.)
The parliamentary vote (mentioned above) that did not allow U.S. use of Turkish
territory to open a second front in the 2003 war in Iraq.

Additionally, on some occasions when Congress has considered resolutions characterizing World
War I-era actions by the Ottoman Empire (Turkey’s predecessor state) against Armenians as
“genocide,” Turkish officials have threatened to curtail U.S. access to Turkish bases.
Calculations regarding the costs and benefits to the United States of a U.S./NATO presence in
Turkey, and how changes or potential changes in U.S./NATO posture might influence Turkish
calculations and policies, revolve to a significant extent around the following two questions:



To what extent does the United States rely on the use of Turkish territory or
airspace to secure and protect U.S. interests?
To what extent does Turkey rely on U.S./NATO support, both in principle and in
functional terms, for its security and its ability to exercise influence in the
surrounding region?

The cost to the United States of finding a temporary or permanent replacement for Incirlik air
base would likely depend on a number of variables, including the functionality and location of
alternatives, the location of future U.S. military engagements, and the political and economic
difficulty involved in moving or expanding U.S. military operations elsewhere.

Political Assessment
Any reevaluation of the U.S./NATO presence in and relationship with Turkey would take a
number of political considerations into account alongside strategic and operational ones. Certain
differences between Turkey and its NATO allies, including some related to Syria in recent years,
may persist irrespective of who leads these countries given their varying (1) geographical
positions, (2) threat perceptions, and (3) roles in regional and global political and security
architectures. Turkey’s historically and geopolitically driven efforts to avoid domination by
outside powers—sometimes called the “Sèvres syndrome”105—resonate in its ongoing attempts to
(...continued)
Rise of Turkish Gaullism: Getting Turkish-American Relations Right,” Insight Turkey, vol. 13, no. 1, winter 2011,
quoting an unpublished 2008 paper by Mark Parris.
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achieve greater military, economic, and political self-sufficiency and to influence its surrounding
environment.
The potential for the United States to use its political relationship with Turkey to boost U.S.
influence in the greater Middle East remains inconclusive. Regardless of some difficulties with
the United States and other NATO countries, Turkey remains a key regional power that shares
linkages and characteristics with the West,106 which may distinguish Turkey from other Muslimmajority regional powers such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Iran. Therefore, cooperation with
Turkey, along with other actors, is likely to remain relevant for the advancement of U.S. interests
in the volatile area.107
However, recent foreign and domestic policy developments may have constrained Turkey’s role
as a shaper of regional outcomes, a model for neighboring countries, and a facilitator of U.S.
interests.108 Additionally, as Turkey’s energy consumption grows along with its economy, its
dependence on Russia and Iran for significant portions of its energy (see “Energy” above) may
contribute to constraints on some aspects of its security cooperation with the United States and
NATO. Turkey engages with a wide range of non-NATO actors as part of its efforts to cultivate
military and defense industrial links and to exercise greater regional and global influence
politically and economically.109
For the time being, Turkey lacks comparable alternatives to its security and economic ties with
the West, with which it shares a more than 60-year legacy of institutionalized cooperation.110
Turkey’s NATO membership and economic interdependence with Europe appear to have
contributed to important Turkish decisions to rely on, and partner with, sources of Western
strength. However, as Turkey has prospered under these circumstances, its economic success has
driven its efforts to seek greater overall self-reliance and independence in foreign policy.

U.S. Arms Sales and Aid to Turkey
Turkey continues to seek advanced U.S. military equipment (e.g., fighter aircraft and
helicopters—see more information in Appendix C), and its defense industry participates in joint
ventures with the United States (e.g., on F-35 next generation fighter aircraft). Turkey’s growing
defense industry appears increasingly willing to engage in arms import-export transactions or
with non-NATO countries, such as China, Russia, Pakistan, and South Korea. This suggests that
106
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Turkey is interested in maximizing its acquisition of technology, diversifying its defense
relationships, and decreasing its dependence on the United States. In making progress on these
goals, it has also boosted its arms exports—aiming to have them reach $2 billion in 2016.111 It is
unclear how U.S.-Turkey tensions over the July 2016 coup attempt, Turkey’s involvement in
active military operations against the Islamic State organization and the PKK, and Turkey’s
procurement relationships with other countries might affect its requests and prospects for
receiving additional U.S. military equipment.
U.S. military and security assistance programs for Turkey are designed to cultivate closeness in
relationships and practices between Turkish military officers and security officials and their U.S.
counterparts. These programs also seek to counter terrorist and criminal networks that are active
in the region, including those which historically have operated within and across Turkey’s
borders.112 In recent years, Turkish authorities have sought to address increasing challenges
related to terrorists and foreign fighters. Reports indicate that Turkish personnel sometimes detain
conspirators who plot violence against U.S. targets in Turkey or who seek to reach Europe.113
Since 1948, the United States has provided Turkey with approximately $13.8 billion in overall
military assistance (nearly $8.2 billion in
grants and $5.6 billion in loans). Current
State Department FY2017 Aid Request
annual military and security grant assistance,
for Turkey
however, is limited to approximately $3-$5
IMET: $3.2 million
million annually in International Military
NADR: $600,000
Education and Training (IMET); and
Total: $3.8 million
Nonproliferation, Antiterrorism, Demining
and Related Programs (NADR) funds.

Specific Middle Eastern Considerations
In the early years of AKP rule, Erdogan and his advisors built their foreign policy upon a vision
that emphasized Turkey’s historical, cultural, and religious knowledge of and ties with other
Middle Eastern actors, as well as its soft power appeal.114 Turkish leaders often indicated to the
United States and other countries that Turkey’s unique regional status as a Muslim-majority
democracy with a robust economy and membership in NATO could help maintain stability in
surrounding geographical areas, and also promote greater political and trade liberalization in
neighboring countries.
Domestic political changes since 2002 from a military-guided leadership to a civilian one based
largely on conservative Sunni Muslim majority sentiment may have heightened Turkish leaders’
reluctance to support Western military action (such as ongoing action in Syria and Iraq), which
many Turks describe as targeting Sunni Muslims.115 According to one U.S.-based analyst, “Sunni
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sectarianism and Islamic romanticism in pursuit of Muslim Brotherhood priorities”116 have helped
drive Turkish foreign policy in recent years. Such perceptions may have led to or reinforced
differences between Turkey and the United States on issues such as:







Possible Turkish support or permissiveness regarding the use of Turkish territory
for the supply and transit of Syrian jihadists and foreign fighters opposing the
regime of Syrian President Bashar al Asad.
General Abdel Fattah al Sisi’s ousting of Egypt’s elected president Muhammad
Morsi (a Muslim Brotherhood figure) in 2013 and his subsequent steps as
Egypt’s new ruler to weaken the Muslim Brotherhood.
Turkey’s political support for Hamas, reported harboring of Hamas operational
leaders,117 and regular denunciations of Israel.118
U.S. and international support since late 2014 for the Syrian Kurdish PYD/YPG
to help it counter the Islamic State organization.

When popular Arab uprisings broke out in a number of countries in 2011, Turkey largely aligned
itself with the U.S. policy of supporting nascent regional democratic movements. Subsequent
Turkish policy differences with the United States may stem in part from Turkish leaders’ apparent
claims that the United States abandoned this initial democratic support for a stance that seems to
prioritize stability and the avoidance of direct military intervention—leaving Turkey largely
isolated.119 Turkish leaders also manifest concern that U.S. expectations of Turkish cooperation
regarding Syria and Iraq are insufficiently sensitive to Turkey’s domestic pressures and security
vulnerabilities.
Yet, as described below, Turkey is partnering with the U.S.-led anti-Islamic State coalition in a
number of ways. Also, Turkey appears to be in the process of adjusting its regional policy
somewhat. Whether such changes or potential changes are tied to the May 2016 departure of
Prime Minister Davutoglu, they appear to reflect a less sectarian or ideological approach with
regard to improvements or possible improvements in ties with Syria, Iran, Russia, Israel, and
Egypt.120 It is unclear how far-reaching or durable these adjustments will be and to what extent
they portend greater closeness to or independence from U.S. policies. In August 2016, Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu departed significantly from previous Turkish policy when he
stated that Turkey could accept an interim role for President Asad of Syria during a post-conflict
transition.121
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Syria
The Islamic State and Syrian Kurdish Forces
In late July 2015, Turkish officials approved the use of Turkish territory and airspace for anti-IS
airstrikes in Syria and Iraq by the U.S.-led coalition, significantly easing the logistical burdens of
coalition operations.122 Turkish officials had previously limited Turkey-based coalition operations
to surveillance flights, reportedly as a means of insisting on a “safe zone” in Syria and seeking
U.S. support for more aggressive efforts to oust the Iranian-backed Syrian government. In
addition to hosting anti-IS coalition operations, Turkey has taken its own direct military action
against the Islamic State in Syria and detained hundreds of terrorism-related suspects. Turkey has
suffered four major terrorist attacks in 2016 that appear to be ISIS-linked—two in popular tourist
areas of Istanbul, one at Istanbul’s Ataturk International Airport, and one in Gaziantep.
Even as periodic IS-linked terrorist attacks and cross-border rocket attacks have killed dozens in
Turkey in recent months, various factors contribute to Turkish leaders’ continuing concerns about
Kurdish groups123 and the Syrian government and its allies. Turkey is reportedly worried about
U.S. coordination with and recent gains by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), an umbrella
grouping of various Kurdish, Arab, and other Syrian militias largely led by the YPG. SDF gains
raise the possibility of effective YPG control over most, if not all, of Syria’s northern border. For
more information see CRS Report R44513, Kurds in Iraq and Syria: U.S. Partners Against the
Islamic State, coordinated by Jim Zanotti. Turkey claims to have received a promise from the
United States that YPG forces will not occupy territory west of the Euphrates River, a proposition
that is being tested in the wake of the YPG’s participation in the capture of the Syrian town of
Manbij from the Islamic State in August 2016.124
Overall, Turkish priorities are likely to depend on perceived threats and the options Turkish
leaders discern for minimizing them.125 As with Turkey’s efforts against the PKK, Turkey’s
capacity to influence events in Syria appears to be affected by the July 2016 failed coup and
military shakeup.126 These, in turn, may be impacting the calculations of the Syrian government
and other key actors.127
In August 2016, U.S. and Turkish aircraft supported an incursion by Turkish tanks and special
forces into the Syrian town of Jarabulus just across the border (see Figure 5 below). The
operation, which also involved some Syrian militias that oppose both the Islamic State and the
Asad regime, was nominally intended to clear Jarabulus of IS fighters. However, a U.S. official
has been cited as saying that the operation also sought to “create a buffer against the possibility of
the Kurds moving forward.”128 During his August 2016 visit to Turkey, Vice President Joe Biden
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said that failure by YPG forces to go back to the east side of the Euphrates would endanger U.S.
support for the Syrian Kurdish group.129
Turkey has dubbed the operation “Euphrates Shield,” and presidential spokesman Ibrahim Kalin
has stated that it is aimed at neutralizing threats that Turkey perceives from both the Islamic State
and the YPG.130 Amid reports that the YPG was leaving Manbij to affiliated Arab forces, Turkish
fire apparently targeted some Syrian Kurdish positions west of the Euphrates.131 The New York
Times noted in late August that before Turkey’s July coup attempt led to greater government
control over the military, many military commanders opposed government proposals for direct
Turkish action in Syria, including an alleged plotter who was killed during the coup attempt and
had headed Turkey’s special forces.132
Going forward, it is unclear to what extent:






the Turkish military might maintain forces over the border in Jarabulus in hopes
of monitoring IS and/or YPG fighters and preventing any advances;
U.S., Turkish, and other anti-IS coalition forces might coordinate rules of
engagement for administering areas occupied inside Syria, both generally and in
relation to specific state and non-state armed groups;
direct Turkish operations might extend beyond the Jarabulus area to other places
along the border, either with or without U.S. support; and
Turkey’s actions are connected to its objectives regarding broader outcomes in
Syria and to its dealings with other key stakeholders, including Russia, Iran, and
the Asad regime.
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Figure 5. Northern Syria: Areas of Control

Sources: CRS, based on data from IHS Conflict Monitor (last revised August 22, 2016), UN OCHA, and Esri;
and adapted pursuant to media accounts as of August 25, 2016.
Note: All designations are approximate and subject to change.

Foreign Fighters and Smuggling
Congress and other U.S. policymakers, along with many international actors, have shown
significant concern about the use of Turkish territory by various groups and individuals involved
in Syria’s conflict—including foreign fighters from around the world—for transit, safe haven, and
smuggling.
In the initial stages of the Syrian conflict, Turkey and various Arab Gulf states reportedly
provided direct support to Syrian opposition groups, in some cases reportedly with U.S.
facilitation or consultation. At that point, Turkish authorities were allowing use of their territory
for arms shipments and personnel movements.133 During 2013 and 2014, as the makeup of the
Syrian opposition became increasingly complex, with jihadist groups emerging as among the
most effective fighters, Turkey and other regional states were reportedly slower than the United
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States and other international actors in curtailing activities seen as bolstering Sunni Islamist
radicals.134
Most sources and U.S. officials acknowledge that, in response to international pressure135 and
growing Turkish official recognition of threats posed to Turkish security by the Islamic State and
other jihadists, Turkey introduced or bolstered existing initiatives aimed at (1) preventing
potential foreign fighters from entering Turkey, (2) preventing those who enter Turkey from
traveling to Syria, and (3) curbing illicit oil smuggling used to finance jihadist activities.136
According to a Turkish government source,137 these measures include:






Enforcing a no-entry list (created in 2011) for individuals suspected of traveling
to join radical groups in Syria.
Establishing “risk analysis units” for the detection of travelers’ possible intent to
join Syrian extremist organizations.
Enhanced security at the Syrian border, including the general closure of most
border gates, the deployment of additional army units and special operations
battalions to border areas, and the creation of physical impediments to counter
illegal crossings and smuggling.
Employing and enhancing “forceful and ongoing measures” (dating from 2012)
to curb oil smuggling, including the capture of oil stores and destruction of illegal
pipelines.138

However, Turkey faces ongoing challenges in pursuing policies that can simultaneously provide a
humanitarian corridor for refugees and humanitarian assistance while clamping down on foreign
fighter flows and smuggling. To some extent, Turkish authorities may feel constrained in the
vigorousness with which they counter the Islamic State because of potential retaliatory moves via
sleeper cells or other means. Turkish officials have sought greater intelligence sharing from
foreign fighters’ countries of origin, with some success.139
According to one source, around 7% of foreign fighters in Syria were Turkish as of late 2015.140
Some media reports have claimed that radical Salafist sects have appealed to a number of young
Turkish recruits (including ethnic Kurds) for the Islamic State organization on the basis of both
ideology and offers of material gain.141 Some observers have raised questions regarding the
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Turkish government’s level of commitment to countering domestic radicalization and recruitment,
and have warned of the potential “Pakistanization” of Turkey.142
The Turkish government insists that counter-radicalization programs exist throughout the
country—with special emphasis on at-risk areas—and that authorities monitor Turkish-language
recruitment websites.143 Turkey’s religious affairs directorate has published a report asserting that
the Islamic State defames the name of Islam.144

Iraq
Turkey’s first priority in Iraq appears to be countering, mitigating, and preventing threats or
potential threats to Turkey’s security and political unity from Kurds based in northern Iraq. Such
threats or potential threats include the PKK’s safe haven, but also probably the possibility that a
potential KRG declaration of independence could worsen Turkey-PKK violence by further
emboldening nationalist or irredentist sentiment among Kurds in Turkey. Outright Iraqi Kurdish
independence became a greater long-term possibility when the oil-rich city of Kirkuk came under
KRG control in June 2014. However, for now KRG leaders may prefer using the threat of
independence to maximize their privileges within a federal Iraq to taking on the full
responsibilities of sovereignty while sandwiched between considerably larger and more powerful
countries (Turkey, Iran, Iraq) in a generally inhospitable and largely chaotic region.
Despite—or perhaps because of—Turkish concerns regarding Kurdish threats emanating from
Iraq, the importance to Turkey of its political and economic partnership with the KRG and of
northern Iraq’s territorial buffer appears to have motivated Turkey to ensure the KRG’s continued
viability in the face of both the IS threat and unpredictability with Iraq’s central government, even
though this could aid eventual KRG independence.145 To that end, Turkey provides material
assistance to the KRG and various minority groups in Iraq (especially Turkmen) to help them
endure and repel the Islamic State. Turkey also facilitates the KRG’s transport of oil through
pipelines to Turkish ports for international export.146 In 2014, the United States had helped block
Turkey-facilitated KRG oil exports because of claims that they undermined Iraq’s sovereignty,
but U.S. objections to the practice appear not to have resurfaced after the KRG resumed oil
exports in 2015. In the meantime, the late 2014 Baghdad-KRG deal under which oil would be
pooled and revenue shared appears to have collapsed, and the KRG has become more important
to the U.S.-led anti-IS effort.
Some observers speculate that continued Turkish attacks on PKK targets in northern Iraq could
strain the Turkey-KRG relationship, especially if Iraqi Kurds perceive that Turkey is increasingly
weakening Kurdish anti-IS capacity or threatening civilians. However, the KRG—in line with its
142
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longtime rivalry with the PKK for loyalties and preeminence among Kurds across borders—has
had a “generally limp reaction” to Turkish military strikes against the PKK.147

Turkish Foreign Policy: Other Issues with Import for U.S. Relations
Turkey’s relations with key neighbors could have significant implications for U.S.-Turkey
relations as well. In the weeks prior to the coup attempt, Turkey had undertaken efforts to
reconcile or improve its troubled ties with both Israel and Russia, and had stated an interest in
improving its relations with other nearby countries. Both before and after the coup attempt, these
efforts may reflect Turkish leaders’ desires to (1) bolster Erdogan’s position domestically and
internationally in light of various national security threats, economic concerns (including a major
decline in foreign tourism), and recent criticism of his rule;148 (2) address Turkey’s growing
demand for external sources of energy;149 and (3) improve Turkey’s prospects of influencing
regional political-military outcomes, particularly in Syria and Iraq.150

Israel
In the 1990s and early 2000s, Turkey and Israel enjoyed close military ties that fostered
cooperation in other areas, including a free trade agreement signed in 2000. In recent years,
however, Turkey-Israel relations have worsened. This downturn can be attributed to a number of
factors, ranging from Turkish domestic political changes to specific incidents that increased
tensions. In terms of change within Turkey, the slide in Turkey-Israel relations reflected the
military’s declining role in Turkish society, and the greater empowerment of Erdogan and other
AKP and national leaders. These leaders seem to view criticism of Israel as both merited and
popular domestically and regionally. They often characterize Israeli security measures in the West
Bank and especially the Gaza Strip as institutionalized mistreatment of Palestinians. Turkish
leaders also have argued that Israel relies too heavily on military capabilities and deterrence
(including its undeclared but universally acknowledged nuclear weapons arsenal) in addressing
regional problems.
After nearly five years of downgraded diplomatic ties (relations worsened after the May 2010
Gaza flotilla, or Mavi Marmara, incident),151 in late June 2016, Turkey and Israel announced the
full restoration of diplomatic relations. Reportedly, Vice President Joe Biden facilitated the
rapprochement in part due to potential mutual benefits anticipated by both sides from the
construction of a natural gas pipeline from offshore Israeli fields to Turkey.152 According to media
reports, the rapprochement includes Israeli compensation to the families of those killed in the
flotilla incident in exchange for an end to legal claims, as well as opportunities for Turkey to
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assist with humanitarian and infrastructure projects for Palestinian residents in the Gaza Strip. It
is unclear to what extent Turkey might—as part of the rapprochement—contemplate limiting its
ties with Hamas or the activities of some Hamas figures reportedly based in Turkey.153 One Israeli
journalist asserts that the Turkish and Israeli intelligence heads have established a positive
working relationship that might facilitate Turkish mediation of Israel-Hamas prisoner and body
exchanges, but a return to previous levels of Turkey-Israel military and intelligence cooperation
appears to be unlikely.154
Turkey’s deteriorated relationship with Israel had presented problems for the United States
because of the U.S. desire to coordinate its regional policies with two of its regional allies.
According to a Turkish newspaper report, Turkey’s reported disclosure to Iran in 2011—in
apparent retribution for the flotilla incident—of the identities of Iranians acting as Israeli
intelligence sources led to congressional rejection (presumably informal) of a long-standing
Turkish request to purchase U.S. drone aircraft to counter the PKK.155
Obama Administration officials and some Members of Congress have criticized negative
statements by Erdogan and other Turkish leaders about Israel, Zionism, and apparently in some
cases broader groups of Jewish people in relation to the flotilla incident, Israel’s treatment of
Palestinians (including during the July 2014 Israel-Gaza conflict), and Turkey’s June 2013
domestic protests,156 among other domestic and international events. In periodic attempts to
counter concerns that their statements may sometimes reflect anti-Semitic rhetoric or views,
Erdogan and his close advisors emphasize that their criticisms of the Israeli government and its
policies are not directed to the Jewish people as a whole or to Jews in Turkey. Concerns about
possible Turkish anti-Israel animus are exacerbated by Turkey’s cultivation of ties with Hamas
and refusal to characterize it as a terrorist organization.157
Turkey-Israel trade has continued to grow despite the countries’ political differences.
Additionally, Turkey has used Israel’s port at Haifa as a point of transit for exports to various
Arab countries after the conflict in Syria cut off previously used overland routes.

Russia
Turkey has made significant strides toward repairing relations with Russia that had been strained
since November 2015, when a Turkish F-16 downed a Russian Su-24 aircraft near the TurkeySyria border under disputed circumstances. In June 2016, Erdogan wrote a letter to Russian
President Vladimir Putin expressing regret for the November incident. In response, Russia has
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lifted various economic sanctions it had imposed after the incident,158 and state-owned Gazprom
subsequently announced that work that had reportedly been put on hold regarding the planned
Turkish Stream natural gas pipeline between the two countries would resume.159 Concerns about
possible Russian retaliation prevented Turkey from carrying out air sorties over Syria after the
incident,160 and reported Russian support or enabling of Syrian Kurdish forces may have also
been partially motivated by bilateral tensions.161
Some analysts posit that in light of Western criticism of the Turkish government response to the
July coup attempt, Erdogan may opt to seek closer relations with Russia, possibly at the expense
of Turkey’s relations with the United States and Europe.162 However, Turkey has a long history of
tension with Russia,163 and the differences between the two nations on Syria reportedly remain
wide.164 In August 2016, Turkish Prime Minister Yildirim indicated that Incirlik could possibly be
made available for Russian use against the Islamic State in Syria, though the likelihood of this
happening is unclear.165

Iran
Turkey’s approach to Iran seems to alternate between competing with it for geopolitical influence
and seeking relatively normal political and economic ties with it to maintain regional stability and
ensure Turkish access to Iranian oil and gas. Turkey-Iran tensions center on Syria and Iraq,
though they have also competed for the admiration of Arab and Muslim populations in
championing the Palestinian cause. Iranian ties with the Syrian and Iraqi governments and with
various Kurdish groups provide it with a number of potential points of friction and leverage with
Turkey.
The security guarantees Turkey has as a NATO member may partly explain Turkish leaders’
cautious openness toward the June 2015 international deal on Iran’s nuclear program and the
sanctions relief that accompanies it.166 Turkish leaders may anticipate that a potential
improvement in U.S.-Iran relations could reduce constraints on Turkish trade with Iran. Yet,
Turkish concerns persist about potential Iranian emboldenment in the region.
A U.S. forward-deployed early warning radar was activated in December 2011 at the Kurecik
base near the eastern Turkish city of Malatya as part of NATO’s Active Layered Theater Ballistic
Missile Defense (ALTBMD) system.167 Most analysts interpret this system as an attempt to
counter potential ballistic missile threats to Europe from Iran.168
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European Union169
Overview
Turkey first sought to associate itself with what was then the European Economic Community
(EEC) in 1959, and Turkey and the EEC entered into an agreement of association in 1963. Since
the end of 1995, Turkey has had a full customs union with the EU, which is viewed by many
observers as one of the primary drivers of the competitive surge of Turkey’s economy in
subsequent years.170 Turkey also is a member of the Council of Europe, along with several other
non-EU states (including Russia), and is subject to the jurisdiction of the Council’s European
Court of Human Rights.
EU accession talks, which began in 2005, stalled shortly thereafter owing to the opposition of key
EU states—most notably France and Germany—to Turkey’s full membership. Opponents
generally give empirical reasons for their positions, but many analysts argue that resistance to
Turkish EU accession is rooted in a fear that Turkey’s large Muslim population would
fundamentally change the cultural character of the EU and dilute the power of the EU’s founding
Western European states to drive the policy agenda. As mentioned below, Turkey’s unwillingness
to normalize diplomatic and trade relations with EU member Cyprus presents a major obstacle to
its accession prospects.171 Other EU concerns over Turkey’s qualifications for membership center
on the treatment of Kurds and religious minorities, media freedoms, women’s rights, and the
proper and transparent functioning of Turkey’s democratic and legal systems.172 Debate regarding
Turkey’s alignment with EU standards has intensified in recent years in light of domestic
controversies since 2013, including the July 2016 coup attempt and government response.
Turkish domestic expectations of and support for full accession to the EU were apparently
already waning before then, and before fundamental concerns arose over the economic and
political soundness of the EU as a result of the eurozone crisis.173 Despite the general lack of
progress in Turkey’s accession negotiations with the EU, the EU provides Turkey hundreds of
millions of dollars in annual pre-accession financial and technical assistance aimed at
(...continued)
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harmonizing its economy, society, bureaucracy, and political system with those of EU
members.174

Refugee Issue and EU Deal
Since 2011, approximately 3 million refugees or migrants from Syria and other countries have
come to Turkey, posing significant humanitarian, socioeconomic, and security challenges. Turkey
has spent approximately $9 billion on refugee assistance.175 Turkey does not grant formal refugee
status to non-Europeans,176 but has adjusted its laws and practices in recent years to provide
greater protection and assistance to asylum-seekers, regardless of their country of origin. With the
imminent return of most refugees unlikely due to continuing conflict in Syria, Turkey is focusing
more on how to manage their longer-term presence in Turkish society—including with reference
to their legal status,177 basic needs, employment,178 education, and impact on local communities—
and on preventing additional mass influxes. After the July 2016 failed coup in Turkey, some
observers question Turkey’s ability to manage the situation.179
In response to hundreds of thousands of refugees and migrants leaving Turkey for the Greek
islands in 2015 and the first three months of 2016, Turkey and the European Union (EU) reached
an arrangement in March 2016 providing for the return from Greece to Turkey of “irregular
migrants or asylum seekers whose applications have been declared inadmissible.”180 In exchange,
the EU agreed to resettle one Syrian refugee for every Syrian readmitted to Turkey, and
additionally promised to (1) speed up the disbursement of a previously allocated €3 billion in aid
to Turkey and provide up to €3 billion more to assist with refugee care in Turkey through 2018,
(2) grant visa-free travel to Turkish citizens if Turkey meets certain requirements, and (3) “reenergize” Turkey’s EU accession process.181
The deterrent effect of the arrangement appears to have contributed to a dramatic reduction in the
number of people crossing from Turkey to the Greek islands, leading some observers to
characterize it to date as a pragmatic success.182 Ongoing Turkey-EU disputes and questions
about the deal’s compatibility with international legal and human rights standards, however, call
its long-term viability into question. Turkish officials want the EU to pay assistance funds directly
174
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to the government, rather than to third-party organizations,183 and there are questions over
whether Turkey is willing to meet the EU’s precondition that it narrow the scope of a key antiterrorism law in order for the visa waiver to go into effect.184 The EU announced in June that the
visa waiver determination would be delayed to October, though doubts have arisen about that
timeline and the durability of the overall deal in light of EU criticism of post-coup developments
in Turkey.185
Additionally, a number of international organizations and other observers claim that the TurkeyEU deal does not or may not meet international norms and laws.186 Some reports from 2016 claim
that Turkish officials have expelled some Syrian refugees and that security forces have shot or
beaten others at the border to prevent them from entering.187 Some displaced persons unable to
reach Turkey are in makeshift camps on the Syrian side of the border.188 Owing to concerns
regarding Turkey’s “safe country” status, Greek asylum adjudicators are returning fewer
claimants to Turkey than was generally expected at the time of the deal,189 while disputes within
and between EU countries additionally cloud the prospects of large-scale refugee resettlement
from Turkey.

Armenia
From 1915 to 1923, hundreds of thousands of Armenians died through actions of the Ottoman
Empire (Turkey’s predecessor state). U.S. and international characterizations of these events
influence Turkey’s domestic and foreign policy, and are in turn influenced by developments in
Turkey-Armenia relations. Turkey and Armenia initially agreed in 2009 on a set of joint protocols
to normalize relations, but the process stalled shortly thereafter and there has been little or no
momentum toward restarting it.190
Congress has considered how to characterize the events of 1915-1923 on a number of occasions.
In 1975 (H.J.Res. 148) and 1984 (H.J.Res. 247), the House passed proposed joint resolutions that
referred to “victims of genocide” of Armenian ancestry from 1915 and 1915-1923, respectively.191
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Neither proposed joint resolution came to a vote in the Senate. A number of other proposed
resolutions characterizing these World War I-era events as genocide have been reported by
various congressional committees (see Appendix D for a list). All U.S. Presidents since Jimmy
Carter have made public statements lamenting the events, with President Ronald Reagan referring
to a “genocide of the Armenians” during a Holocaust Remembrance Day speech in 1981.192
In annual statements in April, President Obama routinely says that the events were “one of the
worst atrocities of the 20th century” and that “1.5 million Armenians were massacred or marched
to their deaths.” He also says that he has consistently stated his own view of what occurred, that
his view of that history has not changed, and that “a full, frank, and just acknowledgement of the
facts is in all our interests.”193 While a Senator and presidential candidate, Obama had a statement
printed in the Congressional Record on April 28, 2008, which read, “The occurrence of the
Armenian genocide is a widely documented fact supported by an overwhelming collection of
historical evidence.” In a January 2008 statement, then-Senator Obama had written that were he
to be elected President, he would recognize the “Armenian Genocide.”194
In the 114th Congress, resolutions have been introduced in both the House (H.Res. 154, March
2015) and Senate (S.Res. 140, April 2015) that would characterize the events as genocide and—
selectively quoting from President Obama’s past statements—call for Turkey’s “full
acknowledgment of the facts.”
In addition to past statements or actions by U.S. policymakers, the website of the Armenian
National Institute, a U.S.-based organization, asserts that at least 25 other countries (not counting
the United States or Armenia) have characterized the events as genocide in some way, including
13 of the 28 EU member states.195
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Cyprus196
Since Cyprus became independent of the United Kingdom in 1960, Turkey has viewed itself and
has acted as the protector of the island’s ethnic Turkish minority from potential mistreatment by
the ethnic Greek majority.197 Responding to Greek and Cypriot political developments that raised
concerns about a possible Greek annexation of Cyprus, Turkey’s military intervened in 1974 and
established control over the northern third of the island, prompting an almost total ethnic and de
facto political division along geographical lines. That division persists today and is the subject of
continuing international efforts aimed at reunification.198 Additionally, according to a New York
Times article, “after the 1974 invasion, an estimated 150,000 Turkish settlers arrived in the north
of Cyprus, many of them poor and agrarian Turks from the mainland, who Greek Cypriots say are
illegal immigrants used by Turkey as a demographic weapon.”199 The ethnic Greek-ruled
Republic of Cyprus is internationally recognized as having jurisdiction over the entire island,
while the de facto Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus in the northern third has only Turkish
recognition. Congress imposed an embargo on military grants and arms sales to Turkey from
1975 to 1978 in response to Turkey’s use of U.S.-supplied weapons in the 1974 conflict, and
several Members remain interested in Cyprus-related issues.200
The Republic of Cyprus’s accession to the EU in 2004 and Turkey’s refusal to normalize political
and commercial relations with it are seen as major obstacles to Turkey’s EU membership
aspirations. The Cyprus dilemma also hinders effective EU-NATO defense cooperation.
Moreover, EU accession may have reduced incentives for Cyprus’s Greek population to make
concessions toward a reunification deal. The Greek Cypriots rejected by referendum a United
Nations reunification plan (called the Annan plan after then Secretary-General Kofi Annan) in
2004 that the Turkish Cypriot population accepted. Turkey and Turkish Cypriot leaders claim that
the Turkish Cypriot regime’s lack of international recognition unfairly denies its people basic
economic and political rights, particularly through barriers to trade with and travel to countries
other than Turkey.
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Turkey and Turkish Cypriots have opposed efforts by the Republic of Cyprus to explore and
develop offshore energy deposits without a solution to the question of the island’s unification.
The Republic of Cyprus appears to anticipate considerable future export revenue from drilling in
the Aphrodite gas field off Cyprus’s southern coast.201 For more information, see CRS Report
R44591, Natural Gas Discoveries in the Eastern Mediterranean, by Michael Ratner.

Other International Relationships
As Turkey continues to exercise increased political and economic influence, it seeks to establish
and strengthen relationships with non-Western countries through trade and defense ties.
Turkey additionally seeks to expand its influence within its immediate surroundings, with its
officials sometimes comparing its historical links and influence with certain countries—especially
former territories of the Ottoman Empire—to the relationship of Britain with its commonwealth.
Through political involvement, increased private trade and investment, and public humanitarian
and development projects, Turkey has curried favor with Muslim-populated countries not only in
the greater Middle East, but also in the Balkans, the Caucasus and Central Asia, and sub-Saharan
Africa. Because Gulen movement-affiliated organizations have spearheaded some of this activity,
there are questions about its future direction.

U.S. and International Views on Turkish Domestic Developments
U.S. and EU officials and observers have perhaps become more attuned to concerns regarding
civil liberties and checks and balances in Turkey, partly because of these issues’ potential to affect
internal stability and electoral outcomes in Turkey, as well as the country’s economic viability
and regional political role. In March 2015, 74 Senators signed a letter to Secretary of State John
Kerry protesting media repression and censorship in Turkey,202 following a similar February 2015
letter signed by 89 Representatives.203
It is unclear to what extent non-Turkish actors will play a significant role in resolving unanswered
questions regarding Turkey’s commitment to democracy and limited government, its secularreligious balance, and its Kurdish question. Erdogan and his supporters periodically resort to
criticism of the West in apparent efforts to galvanize domestic political support against outside
influences.204 U.S.-Turkey tensions over Fethullah Gulen’s status may further complicate
prospects for external actors to influence domestic Turkish developments.
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Bilateral Trade
Turkey is not an EU member, and therefore is not a party to the ongoing Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (T-TIP) negotiations between the United States and the EU. Given its
customs union with the EU, Turkey has sought inclusion in the negotiations. Currently, the U.S.
position is that the T-TIP negotiations are already complex, and including additional trading
partners may further complicate the negotiations and prospects for concluding a comprehensive
and high-standard agreement.205 Additionally, Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker publicly
identified some specific trade policy “obstacles” to including Turkey in T-TIP negotiations during
an October 2014 trip there.206 Therefore, one analyst has suggested that Turkey might consider
pursuing other options either to involve Turkey in T-TIP after its creation or to increase trade
preferences with the United States and/or EU.207 Given Turkey’s concerns about the potential for
T-TIP negotiations to affect its trade relations with both sides, in May 2013 the United States and
Turkey agreed to form a High Level Committee (HLC) “to assess such potential impacts and seek
new ways to promote bilateral trade and investment, and have since held several working level
consultations under the HLC.”208

Status of Religious Minorities in Turkey
While U.S. constitutional law prohibits the excessive entanglement of the government with
religion, republican Turkey has maintained secularism or “laicism” by controlling or closely
overseeing religious activities in the country. This is partly to prevent religion from influencing
state actors and institutions, as it did during previous centuries of Ottoman rule. Sunni Muslims,
although not monolithic in their views on freedom of worship, have better recourse than other
religious adherents to the democratic process for accommodation of their views because of their
majority status. Minority Muslim sects (most prominently, the Alevis) and non-Muslim religions
largely depend on legal appeals, political advocacy, and support from Western countries to protect
their rights in Turkey.

Christians and Jews
U.S. concerns focus largely on the rights of established Christian and Jewish communities and
religious leaderships and their associated foundations and organizations within Turkey to choose
leaders, train clergy, own property, and otherwise function independently of the Turkish
government.209 Additionally, according to the State Department’s International Religious
Freedom Report for 2013, “Jewish leaders expressed growing concern within the Jewish
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community over the continued expression of anti-Semitic sentiments in the media and by some
elements of society.”
Some Members of Congress routinely express grievances through proposed congressional
resolutions and through letters to the President and to Turkish leaders on behalf of the Ecumenical
(Greek Orthodox) Patriarchate of Constantinople, the spiritual center of Orthodox Christianity
based in Istanbul.210 On December 13, 2011, for example, the House passed H.Res. 306 —
“Urging the Republic of Turkey to safeguard its Christian heritage and to return confiscated
church properties”—by voice vote.211 In June 2014, the House Foreign Affairs Committee
favorably reported the Turkey Christian Churches Accountability Act (H.R. 4347), which led to a
negative reaction from officials in Turkey.
In a December 2014 interview with a Turkish journalist, an Ecumenical Patriarchate spokesman
said the following about Turkey’s attitudes and actions toward the Patriarchate and religious
freedom in recent years:
I think that attitudes toward the Ecumenical Patriarchate have overall improved in recent
years.... Finally, the Turkish government has also responded to these initiatives by
returning numerous properties212 to their rightful owners among the minorities in this
country, granting Turkish citizenship to bishops with formal positions in our church,
while also allowing services in such places as Sumela Monastery in Trabzon.
....
But on the other hand, the signs are not as clear when it comes to converting
pronouncements of good will into concrete legislation and practical application. 213

The Patriarchate, along with various U.S. and European officials, continues to press for the
reopening of its Halki Theological School. Erdogan has reportedly conditioned Halki’s reopening
on measures by Greece to accommodate its Muslim community.214 Meanwhile, Turkey has
converted or is in the process of converting some historic Christian churches into mosques, and
may be considering additional conversions.215 The U.S. Commission on International Religious
Freedom (USCIRF) released a statement in May 2014 calling a bill introduced in Turkey’s
parliament to convert Istanbul’s landmark Hagia Sophia (which became a museum in the early
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years of the Turkish republic) into a mosque “misguided.”216 Subsequently, similar bills have
been introduced, but none have been enacted. In June 2016, the government permitted daily
televised Quran readings from Hagia Sophia during Ramadan, prompting criticism from the
Greek government,217 as well as encouragement from the State Department for the site’s
“traditions and complex history” to be respected.218

Alevis
Most Muslims in Turkey are Sunni, but 10 million to 20 million are Alevis (of whom about 20%
are ethnic Kurds). The Alevi community has some relation to Shiism219 and may contain strands
from pre-Islamic Anatolian and Christian traditions.220 Alevism has been traditionally influenced
by Sufi mysticism that emphasizes believers’ individual spiritual paths, but it defies precise
description owing to its lack of centralized leadership and reliance on oral traditions historically
kept secret from outsiders. Despite a decision by Turkey’s top appeals court in August 2015 that
the state financially support cemevis (Alevi houses of worship), the government still does not do
so, and continues to “consider Alevism a heterodox Muslim sect.”221 Alevis have long been
among the strongest supporters of Turkey’s secular state, which they reportedly perceive as their
protector from the Sunni majority.222 Recent developments appear to have heightened SunniAlevi tensions, including those pertaining to the Syrian conflict. Arab Alawites in Syria and
southern Turkey are a distinct Shia-related religious community, but are often likened to Alevis
by the region’s Sunni Muslims.

Conclusion
Turkey’s importance to the United States may have increased relative to previous eras of U.S.Turkey cooperation because of Turkey’s geopolitical and economic importance and more
assertive foreign policy. At the same time, domestic developments and trends in Turkey raise
questions about future U.S.-Turkey relations, as the nations’ respective values and interests
evolve and, at times, diverge. Members of Congress can influence U.S. relations with Turkey via
action on arms sales and trade, efforts to counter the Islamic State, and attempts to shape political
outcomes in Syria and Iraq. U.S. and Turkish dealings with various Kurdish groups could have
implications for the bilateral and NATO alliance, as could the two countries’ dealings with other
countries such as Russia, China, Iran, Israel, Armenia, and Cyprus.
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Appendix A. Profiles of Key Figures in Turkey
Recep Tayyip Erdogan—President
(pronounced air-doe-wan)
Born in 1954, Erdogan was raised in Istanbul and in his familial hometown of Rize on the
Black Sea coast. He attended a religious imam hatip secondary school in Istanbul. In the
1970s, Erdogan studied business at what is today Marmara University, became a
business consultant and executive, and became politically active with the different
Turkish Islamist parties led by eventual prime minister Necmettin Erbakan.
Erdogan was elected mayor of Istanbul in 1994 but was removed from office,
imprisoned for six months, and banned from parliamentary politics for religious
incitement after publicly reciting a poem drawing from Islamic imagery. After Erbakan’s
government resigned under military pressure in 1997 and his Welfare Party was
disbanded, Erdogan became the founding chairman of the AKP in 2001. The AKP won a
decisive electoral victory in 2002, and has led the government ever since. After the
election, a legal change allowed Erdogan to run for parliament in a 2003 special election,
and after he won, Erdogan replaced Abdullah Gul as prime minister.
Erdogan and his personal popularity and charisma have been at the center of much of
the domestic and foreign policy change that has occurred in Turkey in the past decade.
Erdogan’s rhetoric and actions have come under even greater scrutiny since June 2013,
with his relationship with President Obama apparently becoming more distant since
then.
Erdogan became Turkey’s first popularly elected president in August 2014. Although he
is no longer a formal partisan figure, in practice he retains a large measure of control
over the AKP. Most observers believe that his political objectives are largely driven by
desires to consolidate power and to avoid the reopening of corruption cases that could
implicate him and close family members or associates.
Erdogan is married and has two sons and two daughters. He is not fluent in English but
his understanding may be improving.
Binali Yildirim—Prime Minister
(yill-der-im)
Born in 1954 in the eastern province of Erzincan, Yildirim was educated and started his
political career in Istanbul. After obtaining degrees from Istanbul Technical University,
he began working in the administration of Istanbul’s shipyards. Though only loosely tied
to political Islamist movements, in 1994 he was named the director of the Istanbul Ferry
System by Erdogan, who was then Istanbul’s mayor. He was removed from office five
years later amid corruption allegations.
After winning election to parliament in 2002, Yildirim was named Minister of
Transportation, Maritime, and Communication, filling a similar role in national
government as he had for Istanbul’s municipal administration. Yildirim served in this role
for over a decade, overseeing many important parts of AKP rule, including privatization
of state industries, rapid infrastructure development, and large construction projects.
In May 2016, Erdogan appointed Yildirim as prime minister after the resignation of
Ahmet Davutoglu. Yildirim is seen as generally deferential to Erdogan.
Yildirim is married with three children, and reportedly speaks English and French.
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Kemal Kilicdaroglu—Leader of Republican People’s Party (CHP)
(kill-itch-dar-oh-loo)
Born in 1948 in Tunceli province in eastern Turkey to an Alevi background, Kilicdaroglu
is the leader of the CHP, which is the main opposition party and traditional political
outlet of the Turkish nationalist secular elite. In recent years, the party has also
attracted various liberal and social democratic constituencies.
After receiving an economics degree from what is now Gazi University in Ankara,
Kilicdaroglu had a civil service career—first with the Finance Ministry, then as the
director-general of the Social Security Organization. After retiring from the civil service,
Kilicdaroglu became politically active with the CHP and was elected to parliament from
Istanbul in 2002. He gained national prominence for his efforts to root out corruption
among AKP officials and the AKP-affiliated mayor of Ankara. Kilicdaroglu was elected by
the party to replace him. Although the CHP has not made dramatic gains in elections
since his installation as leader in 2010, it and the other opposition parties have
maintained enough support to prevent the AKP from formalizing major constitutional
changes.
Kilicdaroglu is married with a son and two daughters. He speaks fluent French.
Devlet Bahceli—Leader of Nationalist Action Party (MHP)
(bah-cheh-lee)
Born in 1948 in Osmaniye province in southern Turkey, Bahceli is the leader of the
MHP, which is the traditional repository of conservative Turkish nationalist sentiment
and opposition to greater official accommodation of Kurdish political demands.
Bahceli moved to Istanbul for his secondary education, and received his higher
education, including a doctorate, from what is now Gazi University in Ankara. After a
career as an economics lecturer at Gazi University, he entered a political career as a
leader in what would become the MHP. He became the chairman of the MHP in 1997
and served as a deputy prime minister during a 1999-2002 coalition government. He
was initially elected to parliament in 2007.
Bahceli speaks fluent English.
Selahattin Demirtas—Co-Leader of Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP)
(day-meer-tosh)
Born in 1973 to a Kurdish family, Demirtas is co-leader of the HDP (alongside female
co-leader Figen Yuksekdag), which has a Kurdish nationalist base but has also reached
out to a number of non-Kurdish constituencies, particularly liberals and minorities. The
constituency of the party and its various predecessors overlaps with that of the PKK,
but the party professes a nonviolent stance and claims an independent identity.
Demirtas was raised in Elazig in eastern Turkey. He attended universities in both Izmir
and Ankara and received his law degree from Ankara University. He became a human
rights activist leader in Diyarbakir and was elected to parliament for the first time in
2007, becoming co-leader of the HDP’s immediate predecessor party in 2010. His
national visibility increased after he ran as one of two candidates opposing Erdogan for
the presidency in 2014. His personal popularity and charisma are generally seen as
major reasons for the HDP becoming the first pro-Kurdish party to pass the electoral
threshold of 10% in June and November 2015 parliamentary elections.
Demirtas is married with two daughters.
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Abdullah Ocalan—Founder of the PKK
(oh-juh-lawn)
Born in or around 1949 in southeastern Turkey (near Sanliurfa), Ocalan is the founding
leader of the PKK.
After attending vocational high school in Ankara, Ocalan served in civil service posts in
Diyarbakir and Istanbul until enrolling at Ankara University in 1971. As his interest
developed in socialism and Kurdish nationalism, Ocalan was jailed for seven months in
1972 for participating in an illegal student demonstration. His time in prison with other
activists helped inspire his political ambitions, and he became increasingly politically
active upon his release.
Ocalan founded the Marxist-Leninist-influenced PKK in 1978 and launched a separatist
militant campaign against Turkish security forces—while also attacking the traditional
Kurdish chieftain class—in 1984. He used Syrian territory as his safe haven, with the
group also using Lebanese territory for training and Iraqi territory for operations. Syria
forced Ocalan to leave in 1998 after Turkey threatened war for harboring him.
After traveling to several different countries, Ocalan was captured in February 1999 in
Kenya—possibly with U.S. help—and was turned over to Turkish authorities. The PKK
declared a cease-fire shortly thereafter. Ocalan was sentenced to death, in a trial later
ruled unfair by the European Court of Human Rights, but when Turkey abolished the
death penalty in 2002, the sentence was commuted to life imprisonment. He resides in
a maximum-security prison on the island of Imrali in the Sea of Marmara, and was in
solitary confinement until 2009.
Although other PKK leaders such as Cemil Bayik and Murat Karayilan have exercised
direct control over PKK operations during Ocalan’s imprisonment, some observers
believe that Ocalan still ultimately controls the PKK through proxies. PKK violence
resumed in 2003 and has since continued off-and-on, with the most recent cease-fire
ending in July 2015.
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Appendix B. List of Selected Turkish-Related
Organizations in the United States
Alliance for Shared Values (http://afsv.org/)—includes Rumi Forum in Washington, DC
American Friends of Turkey (http://afot.us/)
American Research Institute in Turkey (http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ARIT/)
American Turkish Society (http://www.americanturkishsociety.org/)
American-Turkish Council (http://www.the-atc.org/)
Assembly of Turkish American Associations (http://www.ataa.org/)—component associations in
21 states and the District of Columbia
Ataturk Society of America (http://www.ataturksociety.org/)
Federation of Turkish American Associations
Institute of Turkish Studies (http://turkishstudies.org/)
SETA Foundation for Political, Economic and Social Research (http://setadc.org)
Turkic American Alliance (http://turkicamericanalliance.org/)
Turkish Coalition of America (http://tc-america.org/)
Turkish Confederation of Businessmen and Industrialists (TUSKON)
Turkish Cultural Foundation (http://turkishculturalfoundation.org/)
Turkish Heritage Organization (http://turkheritage.org)
Turkish Industry & Business Association (TUSIAD) (http://tusiad.org/)
Turkish Policy Center (http://turkishpolicycenter.org/)
Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) (http://tobb.org.tr/)
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Appendix C. Significant U.S.-Origin Arms Transfers
or Possible Arms Transfers to Turkey
(Congressional notifications since 2006)
Year
FMS or
DCS

Cong.
Notice

Primary
Contractor(s)

Estimated
Cost

100 F-35A Joint Strike
Fighter aircraft

DCS

2017-2026
(estimated)

Lockheed
Martin

$11-16
billion

30 F-16C Block 50
Fighter aircraft and
associated equipment

Signed

2011-2012

Consortium
(Lockheed
Martin,
Raytheon, and
others)

$1.8 billion

2006

2006

2011 (50
estimated)

Boeing

$162
million

FMS

2007

Signed

2008 (127
(estimated
– 2012
notice
listed
below)

Raytheon

$71 million

51 Block II Tactical
HARPOON Anti-ship
missiles

FMS

2007

2008

2011 (25
estimated)

McDonnell
Douglas
(Boeing)

$159
million

100 MK-54 MAKO
Torpedoes

FMS

2007

2009

2012-2014

Raytheon

$105
million

30 AAQ-33 SNIPER and
AN/AAQ-13 LANTIRN
Aircraft electro-optical
systems (targeting and
navigation pods)

FMS

2008

2009

2011-2012

Lockheed
Martin

$200
million

6 MK 41 Vertical Launch
Systems for Ship-air
missiles

FMS

2008

Signed

2013-2014
(4
estimated)

Lockheed
Martin

$227
million

107 AIM-120C-7 Air-air
missiles (AMRAAM)

FMS

2008

Signed

2013-2014

Raytheon

$157
million

400 RIM-162 Ship-air
missiles (ESSM)

DCS

2009

Signed

2011-2015
(270
estimated)

Raytheon

$300
million

72 PATRIOT Advanced
Capability Missiles (PAC3), 197 PATRIOT
Guidance Enhanced
Missiles, and associated
equipment

FMS

2009

Raytheon and
Lockheed
Martin

$4 billion

Amount/Description

Contract

Delivery

2006

2014 (for
2)

FMS

2006

48 AGM-84H SLAM-ER
Air-surface missiles

FMS

105 AIM-9X
SIDEWINDER Air-air
missiles (SRAAM)
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Year
FMS or
DCS

Cong.
Notice

Primary
Contractor(s)

Estimated
Cost

14 CH-47F CHINOOK
Helicopters

FMS

Boeing

$1.2 billion
($400
million for
6)

3 AH-1W SUPER
COBRA Attack
Helicopters

N/A (from U.S.
Marine Corps
inventory)

$111
million

Raytheon

$140
million

2014

Raytheon and
Lockheed
Martin

$170
million

FMS

2014

Raytheon

$320
million

21 MK-15 Phalanx Block
1B Baseline 2 Close-in
weapons systems (CIWS)
(sale/upgrade)

FMS

2015

Raytheon

$310
million

Joint Direct Attack
Munitions (JDAM) and
associated equipment

FMS

2015

Boeing

$70 million

Amount/Description

Contract

Delivery

2009

2011 (for
6)

2016
(expected)

FMS

2011

Signed

2012

117 AIM-9X-2
SIDEWINDER Block II
Air-air missiles (SRAAM)
and associated equipment

FMS

2012

2014

(2007
notice
listed
above)

48 MK-48 Mod 6
Advanced Technology
All-Up-Round (AUR)
Warshot torpedoes and
associated equipment

FMS

145 AIM-120C-7 Air-air
missiles (AMRAAM)

Sources: Defense Security Cooperation Agency, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute Arms
Transfer Database, Defense News, Hurriyet Daily News, Global Security.
Notes: All figures and dates are approximate; blank entries indicate that data is unknown or not applicable. FMS
refers to “Foreign Military Sales” contemplated between the U.S. government and Turkey, while DCS refers to
“Direct Commercial Sales” contemplated between private U.S. companies and Turkey.
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Appendix D. Congressional Committee Reports of
Resolutions Using the Word “Genocide” in Relation
to Events Regarding Armenians in the Ottoman
Empire from 1915 to 1923
Date Reported or of
Vote for Report

Proposed Resolution(s)

Committee

April 5, 1984

S.J.Res. 87

Senate Judiciary

September 28, 1984

S.Res. 241

Senate Foreign Relations

July 9, 1985

H.J.Res. 192

House Post Office and Civil Service

July 23, 1987

H.J.Res. 132

House Post Office and Civil Service

August 3, 1987

H.Res. 238

House Rules

October 18, 1989

S.J.Res. 212

Senate Judiciary

October 11, 2000

H.Res. 596 and H.Res. 625

House Rules

May 22, 2003

H.Res. 193

House Judiciary

September 15, 2005

H.Res. 316 and H.Con.Res. 195

House International Relations

March 29, 2007

S.Res. 65

Senate Foreign Relations

October 10, 2007

H.Res. 106

House Foreign Affairs

March 4, 2010

H.Res. 252

House Foreign Affairs

April 10, 2014

S.Res. 410

Senate Foreign Relations
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